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Now, at a cost signiRcantly below that of any similar 
equipment, Bendix provides a complete computing 
system with 100 card per minute punched card input 
and output, and 100 line per minute tabulation. 

Heart of the system is the Bendix G-15 general 
purpose digital computer, which has proven its 
performance in well over 150 successful installations. 

The CA-2 coupler, a newly developed G-15 accessory, 
enables the computer to operate in conjunction with 

conventional punched card and tabulating equipment. 

A full 80 columns of numeric, alphabetic, or special 
character information can be accommodated using 
only the CA-2 as a connecting link between the card 
equipment and the G-15. Any column of the card 
can contain anyone of the three types of information. 

Three input-output units may be connected simul
taneously . . . one for input, one for output, and a 
third for input or output. Data may be read or 
punched by standard card units, or printed by stand
ard tabulators. All input and output is under complete 
control of the computer. Computation can proceed 
during the input or output cycle, thus assuring 
maximum over-all computing speed. 

In addition to the CA-2, the computer's typewriter 
and paper tape equipment, and auxiliary magnetic 
tape storage units may be used for completely 
versatile input, output, and storage. Both power and 
space requirements of the complete punched card 
computer system are approximately half that of other 
systems of this type. 

A system that includes the G-15 computer, the CA-2 
coupler, two summary punches and a tabulator, leases 
for approximately half the price of a typical medium
priced system with similar capabilities. 

Whether you are now using punched card or com
puting equipment, or if you are delaying such plans 
due to high costs, you will want to learn more about 
this inexpensive, efficient equipment. Detailed tech
nical information on the G-15 and the CA-2 will be 
sent on request. Write to the Bendix Computer 
Division of Bendix Aviation Corporation, Los Angeles 
Dept. D-ll 
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J)in~oard programming: easy as putting a round peg il~ a round hole 

Simplified pinboard programming of the Burroughs EIOI electronic digital computer multiplies techni~al talent. 
Scientific personnel report time savings of 20 to lover manual calculators. Ease of operation makes practical 
the~~open shop" computer approach, with extensive savings of high-priced man hours in scores of installations'. 
Optional input-output units for punched paper tape and punched cards further extend data~handling/problem. 
solving capacity. From small computers to giant data processing systems, Burroughs equipment means new 
efficiency ... and profits ... for you. Write for EIOl Brochure today. ElectroData Division, Pa.sadena, California. 

Burroughs Corporation 

"NEW DIMENSIONS/in electronics and data processinG sy~tems'· 
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Readers' and 
Editor's Forum 

FRONT COVER: COMPUTER INPUT FROM 
FORTY MILLION MILES AWAY 

The front cover shows an 85-foot diameter steel "dish" 
antenna capable of receiving radio signals from a space 
vehicle. The signals can be received from more than 
400,000 miles away in space in 1959 and from 40 million 
miles away in 1960, as the antenna sensitivity is in
creased and space vehicle radios become more powerful. 

Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, designed, engin
eered, and fabricated the unit, which weighs 200 tons, is 
110 feet high, and has 6000 square feet of reflecting 
surface. 

It i~ situated in a natural bowl-shaped area in a re
mote part of the Camp Irwin Armor Combat Training 
Center reservation of the United States Army near Gold
stone Dry Lake in California. This remoteness tends to 
eliminate unwanted signals from Earth transmitters. 

This installation is specifically designed for tracking 
and communicating with space vehicles, as a part of the 
space exploration program of the United States. When 
tracking and receiving radio signals from a space ve
hicle, the _ para~o1ic surfa~e of the antenna reflects in
coming radio waves to a, central focus where a second 
"pickup" 'antenna is located. This focus is supported by 
the huge ':quidripod" attached to the reflector. 

From t!"Ie pick up antenna, the data goes to a highly 
sensitive receiver~ is recorded on magnetic tape, and then 
dispatched to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of Califor
nia In,st. of Technology' in Pasadena for computer analy
sis. 

EDUCATION FOR COMPUTERS 
Arnold Lerner 

International Business Machines Corp. 
White Plains, N.Y. 

A qew four-million .dollar education center was dedi
cated on May 22 in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. by International 

Figure 1 - IBM's new three-story education center in Pough
keeps~e, N.Y.; it is designed for many kinds of education, and 
contatns a closed circuit television network which is used to 
transmit lectures and machine demonstrations into classrooms. 
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Figure 2 - TV cameras focus on a demonstration of computer 
maintenance techniques which is being telecast to classroom 
groups in the new education center. 

Business Machines Corporation. The new building is 
located on a five-acre tract adjacent to the company's 
manufacturing plant four miles south 'of the town. 

The new education center contains complete facilities 
for education of IBM customer executives, IBM salesmen 
and customer engineers, and also facilities for' other 
specialized education programs, such as the company's 
general education program for its employees. ' 

The training of customer executives is de~igned to 
help customers get the greatest benefit from their equip
ment. Courses of instruction cover a wide range of sub
ject matter from punched card equipment to large-scale 
data processing systems. 

The education building also houses the test center 
for the company's data processing in Poughkeepsie. 
This contains several of the company's most advanced 
computers, including the large-scale 705-III and 709 
systems. Here, customers may come to test their com
puter programs in advance of installing this equipment 
in their own offices. 

The building is of modern design and is built around 
a large, landscaped center court which looks like a cam
pus. The building is constructed of steel, concrete, and 
glass with glazed brick and fieldstone on the outside, 
and stainless steel trim. It is three-stories high, contains 
124,000 square feet of floor space, and is completely air
conditioned. Parking facilities for 600 cars have been 
provided next to the building. 

A two-purpose auditorium can hold an audience of 400 
people, or can be divided into sections for classrooms. 

The educati,on center contains its own closed-circuit 
television net~york. This is used to transmit lectures, 
demonstrations, machine operating procedures, and serv
ice techniques into the classrooms. 

[Please turn to page 26] 
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"THE PROGRAMMING FIELD is on the verge of tremendous changes. If we consider the developments in 
programming techniques and computer hardware that are currently in progress, these alone are enough to make one pause. 
Added to this are the new uses to which digital computers are being put, such as in management and process control systems. 
These new uses have created classes of problems for which we do not even have an adequate language to formulate the problems. 

"We at SOC are aware of these imminent changes and are preparing for them by extensive activity in pure and applied research 
in computer programming. Realizing that a large computer based system consists of many integrated components, we are also 
undertaking interdisciplinary research among such diverse fields as computer programming, electrical engineering, psychology, 
and operations research. 

"If you are a senior member of the programming profession and would like to participate in advanced research projects, 
you are invited to contact Mr. William Keefer at System Development Corporation, 2406 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, Calif." 

7~Z5~ 
Robert Bosak, Head, Data Processing Research Staff 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA· LODI, NEW JERSEY 



Flight Simulators I n The Jet Age 
C. D. Carder 

Erco Division, ACF Industries 
Alexandria, Va. 

M AN'S ability to design and build supersonic air
craft has far outdistanced his ability to fly and 

operate them as military weapon systems. That is why 
complex electronic and electro-mechanical devices are 
called upon to help him fly, direct, and use aircraft for 
specific missions. 

As speeds, altitudes and weapon systems capabilities 
increase through continuing research and development, 
the training of the airmen responsible for using the air
craft to its fullest potential must be more varied and in
tense. At speeds of Mach 2 and beyond, any delay in 
reaction would almost certainly mean the loss of men 
and equipment. Men must be trained to react almost in
stantaneously. 

The use of the aircraft itself as the training device is 
prohibitive not only because of the risk of lives and 
equipment but also because it takes the weapon out of 
readiness for use. 

How therefore is man to control and operate super
sonic aircraft, with maximum effectiveness and efficiency 
without intolerable risk of life and property? 

This problem became apparent shortly after the end 
of World War II, when jets passed from the develop
ment stage to reality. The training of pilots and crews 
for the jet age imposed severe demands in terms of time, 
money and the teaching of the new skills required to 
handle the ever-growing complexities of the aircraft, 
particularly in the area of electronics. 

The need for more comprehensive training was 
brought out sharply by an increase in the accident rate, 
as pilots and crews went through the transition phase 
from conventional aircraft to jet engine aircraft. 

Synthetic Training Devices 

Thus a new industry began to take form, separate and 
distinct from airframe manufacturing. It was the de
velopment and production of synthetic training devices. 
This young industry already has produced these de
vices - more commonly known as electronic flight 
simulators - for nearly every postwar military air
craft used by the Navy and Air Force. 

One of the pioneers in the simulator field was the 
Engineering and Research Corporation, now the Nu
clear Products - Erco Division of ACF Industries, In
corporated. It has developed and built nearly 150 train
ing devices for 15 basic types of Navy and Air Force air
craft, including a Navy blimp used for anti-submarine 
warfare. Erco has simulated the flight and tactics charac-
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tenstlcs of more military planes than any other com
pany. Since 1949, when it produced its first simulator 
(for the Navy F9F-2 Grumman Panther), Erco's sales in 
this field have totaled about $74,000,000, not including 
numerous contracts for modification and maintenance 
work. 

What is a Simulator? 

Basically, a simulator is a device that duplicates an 
equipment's operation. This device becomes the actual 
classroom and can be either stationary or mobile. In 
the case of a flight simulator, the aerodynamic and 
power-plant characteristics are presented to the pilot in 
visual, aural, and instrument indications, with corres
ponding "feel" and environment. Normal or emergency 
flight conditions, and meteorological, navigation, and 
communication data are programmed into the simulators 
by the instructor-operator. 

Faithful duplication of all these flight characteristics 
is provided by analog computers that function as the 
"mind" of the simulator. These computers cause the 
instruments and controls to respond in all situations 
that would be encountered in the actual aircraft. Any 
movement of the pilot's control column, rudder pedals, 
trim controls or throttles is transmitted to the appro
priate computer or computers. These calculate the ex
act effect which such movement would have in the ac
tual aircraft in change of direction, or speed, or both. 
Through servo-mechanisms the computers alter the read
ings of the related instruments and trigger the hydraulic 
actuators to impart any resulting motion in pitch or roll 
to the cockpit. If throttle settings are changed, the fuel 
consumption computer, the tachometers and other en
gine instruments are affected and the readings of the fuel 
gauges change. Raising or lowering the flaps and land
ing gear directly affects the indications of air speed and 
trim. As the simulated aircraft "gains altitude," its 
normal increase in true airspeed and decrease in indicated 
airspeed and fuel consumption are continuously calcu
lated by the altitude computer, which transmits its 
finding to the altimeter, airspeed and Mach indicators 
and fuel consumption gauges. 

In fact, practically any action by any of the flight 
personnel which would affect the performance of the 
actual aircraft produces an identical result in the simula
tor. This realism is one of the principal reasons why 
simulators have proved so successful in modern flight 
training programs. 
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Figure - Checking out a huge electronic flight simulator for the Air Force's KC-135 four-jet tanker are these Strategic Air Com
mand pilots. They're "flying a problem" created by the instructor at panel at right. One of the most realistic training devices 
ever built, its array of computers reproduces all characteristics of the aircraft in flight, including sounds, motion, odors and "feel" 
under every possible combination of speed, altitude, weather and physical-hazard conditions. The first of 11 KC-135 simulators 
built by the Erco plant of ACF Industries, Incorporated, was delivered to the Air Force before the aircraft itself was operational. 
Erco currently is building five additional KC-135 simulators for the Air Force. 

Checking Performance of Pilots 

In addition to faithfully reproducing an aircraft's 
flight characteristics, Erco simulators provide methods 
for monitoring the student's performance as a pilot. 
In-flight checks concerning radar, weather observation, 
navigation, tactics proficiency, and observation of reac
tions to emergency conditions can be made by the in
structor. 

The instructor is supplied with controls enabling him 
to set up specific flight problems for the student to solve. 
A "function failure panel" permits the instructor to 
create those emergency conditions which might be ex
pected to occur during any state of flight. Plotting and 
scoring devices enable the instructor to keep a record of 
navigational and tactical problems. The instructor also 
is provided with a means of checking the student's 
cockpit instruments at all times. 
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Uses and Advantages of Simulators 

The use of synthetic training devices has become 
standard instructional procedure with both the mili
tary and commercial airlines. Pre-flight students become 
familiar with an aircraft before they ever report to the 
flight line. Accomplished pilots are checked out in new 
types of aircraft by means of simulators. The job of the 
simulator continues after the initial training period to 
maintain pilot efficiency in emergency procedures. To 
impose emergency conditions while in flight would of 
course be extremely hazardous. 

Commercial airlines use synthetic training devices to 
train pilots making the transition from one type of air
craft to another. Recent strides in turbo-prop and jet 
airliners have greatly increased the demand for this type 
of training. 
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Saving in Cost 

Cost-saving is just as important as time-saving in 
Hight training. A comparison of the operating cost of 
a simulator with that of the actual aircraft will show a 
figure very much in favor of the simulator. For example, 
it is estimated that flying time in a multi-engine air
craft costs about $550 per hour, in addition to the cost 
of a sizable maintenance crew to keep the aircraft opera
tional. "Flying" time for a multi-engine simulator costs 
about $63 per hour, and only a minimum of maintenance 
is required. 

Gain in Safety 

Cost factors are, of course, secondary to the pilot safe
ty factor. The simulator allows students to practice 
emergency procedures until the proper corrective actions 
become automatic reactions - an immeasurable contri
bution to pilot safety. "Crashing" a simulator - and 
they do "crash" - results in nothing more serious than 
an ear-splitting sound effect followed by silence and a 
bruised ego for the chastened student. 

After a "crash" the instructor may reset the problem 
at the point of the student's mistake and repeat the 
flight from that point. The instructor also can "freeze" 
a flight problem at any point and discuss alternative ac
tions with the student. By successfully coping with prob
lems in the simulator, the student is able to approach 
his first actual flight with much more knowledge and 
confidence. 

Training of Entire Crews 

Multi-engine aircraft simulators can train entire air
craft crews simultaneously and thus help develop crew 
teamwork. This type of instruction is utilized either 
when an existing crew is assigned to a new type multi
engine aircraft or when a new crew of experienced men 
is formed to fly a familiar type of aircraft. 

Another major advantage of the simulator is that it 
permits military aircraft to remain in combat readiness 
at all times. Without the simulator, a considerable 
amount of the aircraft's operational life would be tied 
up in training missions. 

Experimenting with Flight Techniques 

The simulator also may be used as a laboratory for 
experiments with flight techniques. For example, should 
a pilot wish to determine the correct rate of climb, flap 
position and airspeed to use in continuing a take-off 
after an engine failure, he can experiment in the simu
lator until he finds the best technique. This sort of ex
perimentation could not even be considered in actual 
aircraft. 

Discovery of Aircraft Failures 

In one instance, at the Erco Plant in Riverdale, Mary
land, an Air Force acceptance test was in progress when 
a "fire" was introduced into one of the engines of a 
multi-engine bomber simulator. The pilot took proper 
corrective action to extinguish the fire but, to his dis
tress, discovered that he had lost aileron boost. As a 
result he lost control of the aircraft and "crashed." In
vestigation showed that under similar circumstances the 
actual aircraft would have met the same fate and all 
operational models were ordered grounded pending cor
rection of the fault. 
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The HDutch Roll" Story 

In another instance, Erco engineers were readying 
the prototype simulator for the Air Force KC-135 four
engine jet tanker for Air Force officers who were to be
gin final acceptance tests on the trainer the next day. 
At high speeds the simulator controls indicated a peculiar 
wobble, known familiarly to pilots as a "Dutch Roll." 
Erco engineers double-checked their own data and tried 
again. Again the "Dutch Roll" occurred. They concluded 
that something was wrong within the trainer's huge array 
of computers. Extra work shifts were ordered and soon 
the cause of the puzzling symptom was found and elim-
inated. -

In the morning, the engineers watched anxiously as 
the Air Force pilots checked out the simulator and "flew" 
a maneuver that called for maximum stress on the air
craft. The engineers were relieved when the controls re
fused to indicate any roll. But the Air Force pilots 
looked puzzled. The senior officer turned to the engin
eers and asked, "Where's the roll motion we've been 
getting in our planes? It should show up under these 
conditions. It does on the plane itself!" 

Needless to say, the "Dutch Roll" was replaced before 
the Air Force accepted the simulator. 

Timetable of Design and Development of Simulators 

The training of pilots in the simulator before their 
first training flight in the aircraft is perhaps the greatest 
duty the simulator can perform. During the early days 
of simulator procurement by the military, this was not 
possible. An aircraft, by its very nature, undergoes many 
changes in the early period of its development. Since 
the simulator manufacturer could design the trainer 
only according to data received from the airframe manu
facturer, this data was either obsolete or received at 
such a late date that the development lead time of the 
simulator prohibited the incorporation of the most
recent data. In other words, the simulator manufacturer 
was forced to deliver a training device designed on the 
basis of very preliminary performance data, or schedule 
its delivery late enough so that accurate aircraft data 
would be available for design. Either alternative greatly 
reduced the purpose and effectiveness of a simulator. 

However, early in 1957 Erco accomplished what 
hitherto had been impossible. It delivered the first of 
an ll-unit order for KC-135 simulators to the Air 
Force well enough in advance of the arrival of produc
tion versions of the aircraft for crews to be completely 
trained to take over the four-jet Strato Tankers. 

The procedure that accomplished this design and 
production speed, now accepted as standard for the in
dustry, called for a close working relationship between 
the simulator manufacturer, the airframe manufacturer, 
and the cognizant government agency. Rather than wait 
for data to be accumulated after the flight of a proto
type aircraft, engineers now start their design work on 
an Erco simulator as soon as the aerodynamic data is re
ceived from the airframe manufacturer. These data, in 
the form of mathematical equations, are reduced to a 
series of simplified terms representing the forces on the 
aircraft that must be present in the trainer. The reduced 
data is passed on to the computer group for mechaniza
tion, which involves the translations of the equations 
into the "hardware" of amplifiers and servo-mechanisms 
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that make up the simulator's computers. This close 
liaison continues through preliminary aircraft testing, 
permitting incorporation of changes in the simulator 
concurrently with their incorporation in the aircraft. 
The result is that a simulator representing every de
tail of the operational plane is made available to the us
ing agency before delivery of the aircraft itself. 

For its achievement in delivering the first KC-135 
simulator in advance of delivery of the production air
craft, Erco was cited in the Congressional Record. The 
company is currently building five additional KC-135 
simulators under a $3,500,000 Air Force follow-on con
tract. 

Increased Complexity 

The growing complexities of military aircraft as com
plete weapon systems present the greatest challenge to 
simulator developers, according to Erco engineers. They 
say it is now more important to simulate the tactics of 
the airplane than to simulate only its flight characteris
tics. 

The development and use of aircraft for anti-submarine 
warfare by the Navy probably is the best example of the 
need for tactical training. These aircraft, such as the 
Grumman S2F and Lockheed P2V Neptune series, re
quire up to eight crew members to perform all the 
functions that make them effective weapons against sub
marines. Each member of the crew has an assigned re
sponsibility and the flight and tactics simulator must ac
curately duplicate each function of the task to which a 
crew member is assigned. . 

Trainers for the various models of the S2F and P2V 
simulate -- in addition to flight -- airborne counter
measures, sonic submarine detection, aJI phases of weap
ons delivery and, radar location of water or ground tar
gets. Anti-submarine simulators accomplish training 
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miSSions that heretofore had been considered too com
plex to be reproduced synthetically. 

Trailer Versions 

Reference was made earlier to the fact that simulators 
can be either stationary or mobile. "Mobile" in this case 
refers to an Erco-developed technique of housing all 
the simulator's components in a trailer which can be 
moved under its own power or air-lifted from base-to
base. The principal advantage of putting the "school 
on wheels" is that it can be used at widely separated 
points. 

The Future for Simulators? 

With today's emphasis on unmanned missiles, what 
does the future hold for the simulator market? Best _es
timates by the military and simulator manufacturers is 
that flight simulators for air crew training will be 
phased out of military production in about 10 years. 
But during this period, and even afterward, the market 
for synthetic training devices will probably grow. There 
are several reasons for this outlook. 

First, the speeds and complexities of aircraft now go
ing into operational status with the Navy or Air Force are 
far greater than those of their predecessors.' They may 
remain in operational inventory for as long as five and 
possibly ten years. New crews will have to be trained to 
replace crew members who leave the military or who 
are relieved from flying status for health or age reasons. 

Furthermore, aircraft well along in development, stIch 
as the F-I08 fighter and the B-70 chemical-fueled bomb
er, will be so costly that crews may have to be trained in 
their use almost entirely in simulators and be given 
transition training in the actual aircraft on perhaps a 
once-a-month basis. 

The computer field is affect
ing art and design: here is a 
motif echoing the product of 
classes in Boolean algebra, 
the sign for continued prod
uct in mathematics, the 
Greek capital pi, and its 

echo the Greek column. 
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TIME SHARING IN lARGE FAST 
COMPUTERS 

C. Strachey, 
National Reesarch Development Corporation, 

London, United Kingdom 
(Paper given at the International Conference on Information Processing, Paris, France, 

June 13-20, 1959) 

ONE of the most difficult problems which face the 
designer of an electronic computing machine is the 

serious imbalance which exists between the speed of the 
electro-mechanical equipment used for input and out
put, and the speed of operation of the wholly electronic 
internal arithmetic and control circuits. 

The solution adopted by most of the fast large-scale 
computers in use today is to have wholly or partly auto
nomous units, each with its own buffer store. 

The disadvantage of this plan is largely an economic 
one, for as the demands on the system have grown, so 
the autonomous units have become more and more 
complex and expensive, until we have reached the posi
tion where the peripheral equipment is more expensive 
than the main computer. 

The difficulty is that the logical complexity of the 
operations required of the autonomous units is quite 
great. It is true that the rate at which these operations 
have to be performed is not very high, but unfortun
ately the cost of a special purpose computer is deter
mined more by its logical complexity than its speed, so 
that it is not much cheaper to build a slow unit. In fact 
one of the main economic reasons for building faster com
puters is that operation for operation they are a great 
deal cheaper than slow ones. 

A concrete example may, perhaps, help to define our 
ideas somewhat more clearly. I give below the specifica
tion of a possible set of functions (or subroutines) for 
dealing with magnetic tape. (I have purposely over
simplified this example in some respects.) 

Magnetic Tape Operations 

Properties of Magnetic Tape System 
Information transferred in blocks of fixed length 
Each character on tape has a parity check bit 
Each word in the main store has a parity check bit 
Each block on tape has a check sum 
Reading and writing can be done on one direction 

only 
There is a reading head immediately following the 

writing head to allow a writing check. The separa
tion between these two heads cannot be guaranteed 
closely so that their timing is not connected. 

Facilities to be Provided. 
A. Four orders: -
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i) Read a block from tape unit x into the main 
store starting at address y 

ii) Write a block to tape unit x from the main 
store starting at address y 

iii) Skip Y blocks on tape unit x 

iv) Search tape unit x for a block starting with a 
word identical to the word in main store 
address y. 

B. Checks as follows:-
Parity check on characters, sum check on blocks for 
reading, skipping and searching (orders i, iii and iv) 
For writing (ii), insert sum check and perform word 
by word read-back check. 

Automatic re-read or re-write on check failure up 
to a maximum of 4 times, accumulating tallies of er
rors for each tape unit. Special alarm after 4 re-runs. 

C. Lock Outs 
During reading or writing the main computer is 

to be locked out from the single block of store start
ing at address y until the magnetic tape operation has 
been completed and successfully checked. 
It will be seen that there is a considerable logical com

plexity in this specification. It is rather improbable that 
any autonomous buffer unit would be able to fulfill all 
these requirements; almost certainly the designated main 
store address y would be confined to the buffer store so 
that the magnetic tape order would have to be associated 
with another transfer order between the main store 
and the buffer. Even this degree of complexity is not 
as much as may be required. If the requirement of a 
check sum for each block is removed, it becomes possible 
to use each word of the main store as soon as it has 
been dealt with (inste?d of waiting till the end of the 
block). This alIvws much simpler tape copying schemes, 
but introduces some very severe complications if an 
error is detecced (by parity or read back) in the middle 
of a block. T::s sort of situation is beyond the power 
of a reasonably simple special purpose system, but is 
relatively easy to programme if the full facilities of the 
central computer are available. 

Time-Sharing Solution 

Weare thus led to consider the possibilities of 'bor
rowing' the central computer for a short time in order 
to control the magnetic tape operations. This will only 
be practicable if the computer is a very fast one (pre
ferably in the microsecond speed range) and if the 
'borrowing' is organized automatically whenever it is 
required so that the programmer need not be aware 
of it. One possible way of arranging this is as follows. 

The magnetic tape unit has two single word regis
ters associated with it. One of these is a shifting register 
and is used to assemble a complete word from the char
acters as they come off the magnetic tape. When a word 
is complete it is transferred to the second register and 
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an 'interrupt program' signal is sent to the central com· 
puter. This causes the computer to stop obeying the 
main program and enter a special sequence of orders to 
deal with the word from tape; at the same time it re· 
cords the place where it left the main program. The 
special sequence of orders checks the parity of the word 
from magnetic tape, adds it to the sum check if necessary 
and stores it in the z.ppropriate part of the main store. 
It then advances the count or index register. If the end 
of the block has not yet been reached, the computer 
then returns to the main program. At the end of the 
block the appropriate checking is done before returning 
to the main programme. 

This plan leaves several difficulties unresolved; it 
makes, for example, no provision for lock· out during 
transfers. Another important difficulty is the possibility 
of several 'interrupt program' signals coming at the 
same time (from different units) or of one special se· 
quence of orders being interrupted by another (or even 
worse, by itself). 

A fairly straightforward way out of these difficulties 
is to divide all possible interrupt signals into a small 
number of classes. The classes are allotted an order of 
priority, and any interrupt signal can only interrupt 
the program immediately if this is of a lower priority 
class. If the program being executed is of the same or 
higher priority class, the interrupt signal is merely stored. 
At the end of a sequence of orders of one priority, the 
machine scans the waiting list and starts to operate on 
the call with the highest remaining priority. 

The top priority class would contain operations which 
cannot afford to wait e.g. transfer of words to or from 
magnetic tape. The lowest priority would be the main 
program. There might have to be one or two inter· 
mediate classes, the principle of classification being that 
those processes which have inertia must have a higher 
priority than those which have none. 

It is interesting to consider the timing problems 1n 

somewhat more detail. Suppose, for example, that the 
rate of transfer of information from magnetic tape is 
one word in 200 us and that the length of time required 
for the sequence which stores this word is 5 us. It may 
well be that the word is only available for part of in
terval between successive words, so that, for instance, it 
must be used within 150 us of its first appearance. It is 
clear then, that the maximum number of tape units which 
could be in operation at once is 30 and that these would 
use 75% of the total available computer time; the re· 
maining 25 % would always be available for lower pri. 
ority programs. Suppose, however, that we do not want 
to have a shifting register with each magnetic tape unit, 
but wish to use the central computer to assemble each 
word as it comes from the magnetic tape character by 
character. In this case we can assume that the character 
interval is 30 us; we will assume no buffer store so that 
the character is only available for a short time - say 10 
us. The sequence of orders required to assemble a single 
word is quite short, but the partly assembled word would 
have to be stored; it seems reasonable to assume a time 
of 2 us for this operation. With these figures a maxi· 
mum of 5 magnetic tape units could be in use at the 
same time and these would use 33% of the total rna· 
chine time. However we still have to put the completed 
word away. If this still takes 5 us as in the earlier ex· 
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ample and we leave the end of word sequence in the 
same priority class as the character sequence, we shall 
have to limit the number of magnetic tape units to two. 
If we can relegate the end of word sequence to a lower 
priority class, so that it can be interrupted by other char
acter assembly sequences, there is plenty of time to fit 
it in so that it does not restrict the number of magnetic 
tape units. 

Once more I must emphasize that the examples given 
here are deliberately simplified. There are a number of 
other considerations which must be taken into account 
when calculating timings. For example some operations, 
such as multiplication and division may be relatively 
slow. If an interrupt call occurs during one of these, the 
operation, in all probability, will have to be completed. 
It depends on the details of the logical design of the 
machine whether this time has to be added to the maxi
mum time for each magnetic tape sequence or whether 
the relatively simple operations required to deal with 
magnetic tape can take place while the multiplication 
or division is being completed. Then again some of the 
high priority programs will need to use the arithmetic 
unit; once more depending on the characteristics of the 
machine it may be necessary to store the contents of 
various arithmetic and index registers before proceeding 
with the new program. If this is necessary the general 
rule should be to store them in locations which are as
sociated with the interrupting program and to restore 
them again at the end of that program. The amount of 
information to be stored is determined by what use the 
interrupting program makes of these common registers. 
In this way no time will be wasted storing more infor
mation than is necessary. 

It will be evident that the system of time sharing so 
far described is quite complex in its operation. I do not 
know of any already existing computer which uses a 
system of this sort, though I believe that there are ma
chines under construction which will have time·sharing 
facilities on this scale. 

It seems to me however, that the scheme described 
above does not go far enough, and that for a relatively 
small increase in hardware a very considerably better 
system can be obtained. The crucial point comes, I 
think, when we consider the problems of operating a very 
fa:st computer. 

Operating Problems 

The increasing speed of computers will make the 
problem of keeping them busy considerably more com
plicated. Although the major reason for building very 
large and fast machines may be existence of problems 
which cannot be done without them, I think there will 
always remain far more rather smaller problems. As I 
have already pointed out, fast machines are much cheap
er per operation provided they can be used efficiently. 
A machine in the microsecond class will be one thousand 
times as fast as a machine in the millisecond class, but 
it is not likely to cost more than fifty times as much. We 
have a factor of twenty to save if we can use it. 

The great difficulty, of course, is to keep a very fast 
machine continuously busy on problems which, for it, 
are very small. By other standards, of course, these 
problems are not so small: a problem which involves 
inverting twelve 20 x 20 matrices or solving a set of 
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65 linear equations would not be called small by most 
standards. This sort of problem would take 30' minutes 
to an hour on a machine such as Pegasus or IBM 650; 
one or two minutes on a Mercury or an IBM 709 and one 
·or two seconds on a microsecond class of machine. 

Keeping a steady flow of problems to the machine is 
obviously going to present very great difficulties and 1 
do not think it will be possible not to lose .a few sec
onds between each problem. It seems worthwhile con
sidering time sharing between operators so that if one 
operator is idling another may be using the machine. 
Another possibility is to have a 'base load' program in 
the machine the whole time., This would be a large 
program which would take a long time to run. It would 
have the lowest priority'anq come into operation when
ever there was a gap between two shorter programmes. 

There are at least two other activities in which a 
computer is, at present, very inefficiently used. The 
first of these is programme checking. For many pur
poses the best method of programme checking is for a 
skilled programmer to sit at the operating console of 
the machine and to plan his operations according to the 
results produced by the machine. Unfortunately this 
method is so grossly wastful of machine time, even with 
relatively slow machines, that it is generally not allowed 
except for a few very special problems. The concept of 
time sharing between operators makes it possible once 
more to allow this manual pro gram checking at a spe
cial console, without seriously interfering with the 
amount of machine bme available for ordinary comput
ing. 
. The other activity which makes very inefficient use of 
a computer is the maintenance and adjustment of the 
peripheral equipment such as paper tape readers and 
magnetic tape units. Some of these need a considerable 
amount of adjustment which can only be done satis
factorily by using the computer. If this part of the main
tenance can be carried out on a time-sharing basis, it 
should be possible to reduce the total machine time used 
for maintenance quite considerably. 

Several new problems appear as soon as it becomes 
possible to ~ave several variable programmes in the ma
chine at the same time. The most important of these is 
the necessity of seeing that the programmes do not in
terfere with each other. This is particularly important, 
of course, if one of the programmes concerned is still 
under development and so is liable to 'run wild: The 
solution to this difficulty is to provide for interlocks on 
the main store so that each program is restricted to al
tering (and perhaps also to reading) numbers in its own 
section of the store. This in its turn introduces the prob
lem of altering the interlocks. It is evident that it must 
be possible to change them when required (or it would 
be impossible to use the whole machine on a single 
large problem) and for reasons of speed it is obviously 
desirable to have them altered by a machine instruction. 
The problem is to ensure that even if a program runs 
wild so that it obeys a completely unpredictable series 
of orders, it still shall not be able to alter the interlocks 
and spoil another program. 

The other rather difficult problems are concerned with 
the best method of program checking on a machine of 
this sort. The majority of programmes (and program
mers) are not suitable for the manual checking methods. 
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It is therefore necessary to make some provlslOn for 
,other methods of program checking, and it is likely that 
there will be a considerable amount of this work. A 
particular problem which arises in this context is the dif
ficulty of determining when a program under test is in 
error and has come to a loop stop. If this is not de
tected rapidly, it can waste a disproportionate amount of 
computer time. 

The Director 

The general organization of the computer may now 
appear to be formidably complicated. If it were neces
sary to design and build special hardware to perform all 
these functions, it would be a somewhat daunting task. 
Fortunately, however, it is not necessary to do this. The 
computer itself is designed to deal with just such com
plicated logical problems, and viewed as problems for a 
computer programme, the organization of the machine 
is by no means unusually difficult or complicated. We 
therefore seek to control the organization of the ma
chine by means of a programme which I shall call the 
Director. 

The first important characteristic of the Director is 
that it is a fixed program. This means that it can, and 
should, be kept in a special part of the store which is 
non-erasable. It is a fortunate fact that it is relatively 
cheap and easy to provide a non-erasable store with a 
very fast read-out time (of the order of 1/5 us.). This 
reduces the time spent in the Director and ensures that 
the program of the Director can never be destroyed. 

The second fact is that the Director requires some 
working space which is immune from interference by 
other programmes. That is to say that we require some 
ordinary erasable store which can only be altered by in
structions in the Director. 

The fact that the Director is in a special, fixed part 
of the store makes it possible to introduce machine in
structions which are only accessible to the Director. If 
the instructions which alter the main store interlocks 
are of this sort, it is quite easy to arrange that no pro
gram can alter the interlocks of any other program, and 
thus to give protection against programmes under test 
running wild. 

Hypothetical Machine 

In order to clarify and give precision to the ideas dis
cussed so far, I propose to describe, in outline, a possible 
design for a large fast computer making extensive use 
of time sharing. I must make it quite clear that the 
machine I am going to describe is not, so far as I know, 
an actual or projected computer. The performance 
figures I use have no secret significance, they are merely 
estimates of what I consider reasonable either now or in 
the near future. In fact the main characteristics of the 
machine would not be critically dependent on the actual 
speeds assumed. 

The machine is intended for mathematical work. It 
is a binary machine with both fixed and floating point 
arithmetic. The word length is between 40 and 50 bits. 
It has a main store of 32,000 words or more (on fer
rite cores) with a cycle time of 1 - 2 us. It also has a 
fixed (non-erasable) store of 1000-4000 words with a 
read-out time of 1/5 us. There is a special working store 
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of a few hundred words which is only accessible from in
structions in the fixed store. 

Arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, divi
sion fixed or floating point) take from 2-10 us, includ
ing access time. Red Tape instructions require 1-2 us 
if obeyed from the main store and from Y4 to Y2 us if 
obeyed from the fixed store. 

The details of the order structure and the provision 
of modifier registers (index registers) will not be fully 
discussed. The number of modifier registers available 
will influence the method used to change from one 
programme to another, and in particular, if the num
ber is very small (say two or three) it may be desirable 
to have special loading and dumping instructions for 
them. 

The backing store for the machine will be magnetic 
tape using fixed block lengths. The transfer rate will 
be 20,000 to 60,000 6-bit characters per second which is 
equivalent to one word every 100-300 us. Normally 
speaking each magnetic tape unit will have two one
word buffers associated with it as described in section 3 
above. There will be 8-10 units associated with the main 
computer. 

Input and Output Equipment 

There will be up to 20 slow input/output stations. 
Each consists of a paper tape reader (200 characters/ 
sec), a paper tape punch and printer (or an electric 
typewriter) and a magnetic tape mechanism, together 
with a working space and a few control keys. The mag
netic tape mechanism can be considerably simpler than 
the ones associated with the main machine as jt is not 
required to work nearly so fast. 

In addition there will be fast input/output stations 
viz: a punched card input and output, a line printer 
(or perhaps two) and probably a graphical output. Each 
of these will have an associated magnetic tape unit. 

Operators' Consoles 

There will be three operators' consoles: an engin
eer's console for maintaining and testing the machine, a 
programme-testing console with va.rious visual displays 
and at least an electric typewriter, and a main operator's 
console. All three will have fairly extensive facilities 
for intervening in the course of a calculation. 

In addition each of the input/output stations will 
have sufficient control keys to allow them to be operated 
as if they were off-line mechanisms. 

Method of Operation 

In normal operation there would be time sharing 
among up to four variable programmes. 

i) A 'base load' program. This is a long term pro
gram which has already been checked. It is set up ini
tially from the main operator's console and given the 
lowest priority. It is used to fill in the gaps between 
other programmes. 

ii) A series of short run programmes. These are 
run in sequence from the main operator's console. They 
constitute the majority of short and medium length pro
grammes. In general they will have been written with 
the aid of some form of automatic coding routine and 
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will have been translated into machine code and stored 
in sequence on magnetic tape in a form suitable for the 
input routine. 

iii) A programme being manually checked at the 
programme-testing console. 

iv) An engineer's test routine being used to service 
part of the peripheral equipment. 

In addition to these a number of the slow input/out
put stations will be in use. These have three main 
functions. 

i) The initial input of program (and data) would be 
from punched paper tape. This would be read in from 
one of the stations and immediately stored (probably 
without much translation) on magnetic tape. At some 
later time a special translating run would be initiated 
by the operator at the main console and the resulting 
programmes stored in a single magnetic tape for later 
running. 

ii) The stations would also be used for printing the 
results of programmes whose volume of output did not 
warrant the use of the line printer. These results would 
be stored by the main computer on the magnetic tape of 
one of the input/output stations and later printed out. 

iii) The third use of the stations would be for post 
mortem printing when testing a program whch did not 
require manual testing. When a program being tested 
in this way was finished, or if it broke down in any 
detectable way or if it had been running for longer than 
was forecast, the contents of various prearranged parts 
of the store (probably the whole store used by the prob
lem) would be output (by the Director) onto magnetic 
tape. It would then be possible for the programmer at 
some later time to print out any parts of the store he 
required by using a punched paper steering tape at one 
of the input/output stations. If after further thought he 
needed more information, a further steering tape would 
provide it. 

This illustrates one way in which the di~culty of loop 
stops can be dealt with. It would be mandatory for the 
programmer to supply a time-estimate for his program. 
(For standard programmes, such as matrix inversion, 
which were data-dependent, this would be calculated by 
an interlude on input. If the programmer omitted to 
give an estimate, a standard one of one second could be 
used.) The Director would keep a record of the length 
of time spent in each program, and if the estimate were 
exceeded by, say, a factor of two, treat it as a program 
error. 

In the normal course of events the line printer and 
other fast input/output devices would be used with their 
associated magnetic tape units as if they were off-line. 

In this way, during the normal running of the ma
chine several operators are using the machine during 
the same time. To each of these operators the machine 
appears to behave as a separate machine (smaller, of 
course, and slower than the real machine). Nevertheless 
whenever it becomes desirable the entire machine can 
be devoted to a single large scale problem. 

Interlock Problems 

There are one or two difficulties connected with inter
locks which were mentioned above but left without any 
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very precise solution. It is now possible to suggest 
rather more detailed solutions for them in the framework 
of the hypothetical machine. 

To prevent one variable program interfering with 
another, each program is required to be compact in the 
store. (This is quite easily arranged if automatic coding 
is used). On input the Director assigns an unused block 
of store to the problem, inserts the relevant addresses 
in the instructions and establishes the store limits inside 
which the problem must lie. While the problem is be
ing run these limits are held in two special 'limit regis
ters' and are compared with the address register of the 
main store every time this is used. If the address called 
for is not in the correct part of the program a program 
error is indicated to the Director. This comparison need 
not slow down the process of reading from store. It can 
proceed in parallel with the read ~ut, and if t~e address 
is out of limits, the same number 1S merely wntten back 
into the store again. 

The instructions setting the limit registers are only 
available to the fixed store, and it is part of the func
tion of the Director to set them correctly whenever 
control is moved to a fresh program. The allocation 
of store is thus a function of the Director. Any pro
gram can remove itself (for example when it comes to 
an end) but no variable program can remove another. 
Only the Director, can forcibly remove a program, and 
it will only do this if there is a program error (e.g. a 
call for a number outside its limits) or if the program 
overruns its time limit. 

When fixed programmes (such as those for mag
netic tape) are required to use part of the store belong
ing to a variable program, they (or the Director) will 
check on first entry that the part of the store they are 
being asked to use is a permissible one. It is also de
sirable to provide a temporary lock-out while transfer
ring blocks of data to and from magnetic tape (see sec
tion 3). This can be done rather neatly if there is a 
parity check bit on words in the m,ain store. The sug
gestion is that the parity bit should be reversed for the 
period when it is necessary to lock out the main com
puter (but not the magnetic tape fixed programme). 
This involves providing instructions (accessible only 
from the fixed store) for reading and writing in the 
main store with reversed parity. An attempt by the 
main program to read a word with reversed parity would 
lead (as all error indications would lead) to a sequence 
in the Director. This would determine whether a mag
netic transfer involving that address was in process. If 
it were, it would delay the main program; if not it 
would signal a store error. 

Conclusion 

The overall aim of the system which has been de
scribed above is to decouple the various operations 
which are time sharing as much as possible, while still 
preserving the possibility of running the whole ma
chine as a single unit. The advantages which follow are 
firstly a cheaper machine because the peripheral equip
ment is simpler, secondly a more efficient use of the ma
chine, because it is more continuous and lastly, con
siderably greater flexibility, because various time-sharing 
schemes can be tried without very great expense by mere
ly rewriting the Director. 
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APPENDIX 

Functions of the Director. 

1. Priority shifting sequences. 

a) On moving to higher priority. 
Store present control number and priority. 
Copy accumulators, modifiers etc., as re

quired for interrupting program. The 
storage registers used are allocated to 
the interrupting program. 

Alter store address limit registers. 
Enter interrupting program. 

b) On moving to lower priority (i.e. at 'wait' 
order). 

Restore accumulators, modifiers etc., con
trol no., store address limit register. 

Prepare to enter program. If another in
terrupt of higher priority is still in force, 
enter the appropriate sequence instead. 

2. Arrange allocation of store during input and free
ing of store at end of program. 

3. Keep time for programmers being checked (and pos
sibly others). 

4. If unexpected overflows, or forbidden store refer
ences, or non-existent orders or other incorrect in
structions occur, treat as a program error. 

5. Special operation for machine errors and power 
failure. 

6. Monitoring printing at main console. 

Orders only available to Fixed Store. 

Access to special working store 
Set limit registers 
Read and write in main store with reversed parity 
Operate peripheral equipment 
Operate mechanical interlocks on magnetic tape units. 

Tentative Priority List for Director. 

High Priority 

Low Priority 

Power Failure 
Machine Breakdown 
Director priority changing sequences 
Magnetic Tape read/write 
Line Printer 
Paper Tape input 
Monitoring printing 
Output and post mortem printing 
Other Director functions 
Engineers Testing 
Manual program testing 
Short run programmes 

Base Load program. 
It may be desirable to divide these into various groups, 

or even to allow the priority of a program to be de
cided by the Director. 
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Computing machines aid language research at Ramo -Wooldridge 

To formulate rules for automatic language translation is 
an enormously subtle and complex project. Yet significant 
progress is being made. During the past year of research 
at Ramo-Wooldridge over 60,000 words of Russian text 
have been translated and analyzed using an electronic 
computer. From the beginning several hundred syntactic 
and semantic rules have been used to remove ambiguities 
that are otherwise present in "word for word" translation. 
Our present computer program for automatic translation 
is a considerable improvement over earlier attempts. 

Apart from the question of translation itself, electronic 
computers are invaluable for language research. The 
expansion of existing knowledge of the rules of language, 
through statistical analysis, is made practical by mecha
nized procedures. A clear symbiosis between linguistics 
and computer technology has emerged. 

Automatic translation research is one of many R-W 
activities addressed to problems of communication of 

scientific information. These problems are increasing at 
an accelerating pace. In this area, as in others, scientists 
and engineers find at Ramo-Wooldridge challenging 
career opportunities in fields important to the advance of 

-", human knowledge. The areas of activity listed below are 
those in which R-W is now engaged and in which open
ings also exist: 

Missile electronics systems 
Advanced radio and wireline communications 
Information processing systems 
Anti-submarine warfare 
Air navigation and traffic control 
Analog and digital computers 
Infrared systems 
Electronic reconnaissance and countermeasures 
Basic and applied phYSical research 

For a copy of our brochure or other information, write to 
Mr. Donald L. Pyke. 

RAMO-WOOLDRIDGE 
P. O. BOX 90534, AIRPORT STATION· LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

a division of Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. 
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Business-Type Problems From 
a Computer Standpoint 

Dr. Paul Brock 

Hughes Aircraft 

Culver City, Calif. 

(Based on a talk given at a conference on ttTechniques 
of Operations Research" at the Illinois Institute of 
Technology) 

A computer is a tool. It is a tool that performs com
putations that are placed upon it. From a compu

ter point of view, there is absolutely no significance to 
the motivation of a problem. If a computer is used to 

solve a system of equations, it is of no importance what
soever to the computer where these equations come 
from. 

From a somewhat converse consideration, when a prob
lem is considered for machine solution, it must be ex
pressed in an analytic fashion, all quantities must be 
very well defined, and no vague statements are admissi
ble. Every problem must be reduced to an explicit set of 
computations. These are the computations that the com
puter performs. It is a difficult task to extract the ex
plicit representation from a problem occurring in busi
ness-type operations that may at times be quite nebulous, 
so that a computer can be effectively used. 

We may consider many different problems that arise 
in business operations and classify these according to the 
explicit analytical problem that the computer is asked to 
work on. It is this type of classification that I shall dis
cuss today. 

As an instance, we find that such dissimilar problems 
as pay-roll preparation, utility billing, and insurance 
policy handling are essentially of one type. This does 
not imply that one machine code will suffice for all 
problems of this type. What it does imply, however, is 
that all problems of this type can be handled by similar 
coding procedures. I do not mean to imply in this clas
sification of problems that all problems of business fall 
under these classifications. There are several types of 
problems that are altogether inapplicable to a computer. 
Consider questions that involve the handling of indi
viduals where the psychological reactions of the individu
als must be taken into account. Though in many in
stances individuals may be treated statistically or analyti
cally (say on the question of wages), it may be prefera
ble from a management point of view to handle this 
problem on an individual basis for the morale effect that 
it achieves. 

There are decisions of top management that require 
subjective considerations that cannot be analytically ex
pressed, and hence cannot be made by computer. There 
are not too many decisions of this type, however. 
H. R. J. Grosch expressed the situation with great per
spicacity in a description he gave of his interviews with 
various levels of management of a large national or-
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ganization. His conclusion was that each supervisor 
agreed that all operations below him could easily be 
automatized. 

Single File Problems 
The first type of problem might be called the "single 

file problem." It is characterized by the existence of a 
single file of information that must be used in the solu
tion of the problem. 

First, let me define what I mean by a file. A file is 
an ordered sequence of items, called uni~ records. Each 
unit record consists of two parts, a key and a tail. The 
key is that information upon which the file is ordered, 
and the tail is the rest of the information that is essential 
to the application. As an example, consider a payroll 
problem. Here the file consists of records that may be 
ordered by employee number or lexicographically, by 
employee name. The number or name as the case may 
be, constitutes the key. The remainder of the required 
information, such as gross salary to date, number of de
ductions, weekly rate, etc., constitutes the tail. 

Basic Operations on Files 

There are a number of operations that one performs 
with a file: 

A. Query: The information in the unit record is 
used as a basis for performing subsequent operations. 
Here again the payroll is an excellent example in that 
the information in an employee's file is used to determ
ine the information that will be printed out on his pay
check. 

B. Checking: In operation by exception (that I shall 
discuss later), the information in a unit record is check
ed to determine whether any special operation has to be 
performed for that record. Thus for example, in utility 
billing a standard charge is made to most customers 
based on their meter rates. The file is used to check 
whether any non-standard charges are to be made, 
whether any payment lapses exist, etc. 

e. Up-dating: The information of the unit record 
must be altered to reflect the most recent information 
available. Thus in a payroll file the cumulative salary to 
date will be up-dated during each payroll computation. 

D. Stretching: This is the process whereby addition
al unit records are inserted into a file. This is perhaps 
the most complicated of all single file operations if the 
file is on rolls of magnetic tape, as is the case in most 
digital computer operations. The file must be re-written 
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Here's how General Electric solves 
typical DC power-supply problems 

for computers and special applications 

PROBLEM ~SOLUTION 

"We need to devote our engineering time 
to designing our electronic circuitry. 
not the power components. JJ 

This is a frequent problem facing computer manu
facturers. General Electric's Rectifier Department has 
complete engineering and manufacturing capability 
not only to design and apply all types of power sup
plies, but also to incorporate power supplies into 
completely integrated systems. 

'4it·];"#t1i 
"It's always a problem making 
sure transistorized equipment is 
safe from its power supply." 

~i·]4iih.Hi 

To alleviate this problem, General 
Electric has developed several meth
ods of making transistorized equip
ment safer in this respect. With G-E 
protective circuits, shorting a plus 
high-voltage bus to a plus or minus 
low-voltage bus would not cause the 
low-voltage bus to exceed a small 
percentage of nominal rated value. 

General Electric power supplies 
protect completely transistorized 
pieces of equipment from large losses 
due to over-voltage failures. 

These systems could include load distribution, sup
ply sequencing, protection for power supply and load, 
and complete power distribution. Let General Electric 
tackle your DC power problems such as those asso
ciated with load IR drop, "cross talk," and other 
nuisance-type problems plaguing your engineers. 

'4it·];'!#tl
' 

H My power supply requirements 
fluctuate so much ... big jobs, 
little jobs, all in between." 

ti·)S'U(.H' 
G.E. has built individual power sup
plies and complete systems ranging 
from less than one watt up to 35,000 
kilowatts. These power supplies span 
the complete range of DC power
regulated and unregulated-applying 
all types of components. G-E expe
rience includes completely transistor
ized supplies, and supplies with the 
new controlled rectifier, magnetic 
amplifiers, voltage stabilizing trans
formers, and motor-alternator "brute 
force·" systems. 

'4it·];j'ltl
' 

"We have a real low-voltage 
power distribution problem with 
our computer." 

fi·)S'U(·n' 
C Low-voltage dis-

IOO.:.:."~ ___ --, ~ tribution prob-

u 
o 100'" 

'-;::D::::-C-:-AM:-::P::::-S--t--

lems can be han-
e died easily through 

load compensa
tion. Curve "A" 
is net desired no-

load to full-load regulation at load 
point. "B" is regulation at load with
out remote sensing or load compensa
tion. "C" represents IR compensation 
in power supply itself. "D" is amount 
of IR or load compensation. 

NO MATTER WHAT your computer and other 
special power-supply problems are, General 
Electric can help you economize-economize 
by helping you free your engineers of these 
problems. For more information on power-

supply products and services, contact your 
nearest General Electric Apparatus Sales 
Office or write to Section E 535-2, General 
Electric Company, Schenectady, New York. 

~gress Is Our Most ImpQ"t1n~P,orlvt:-f 
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up to the point of insertion, then the item inserted and 
the remainder of the file re-written. There are several 
ways of getting around this: one is to leave spaces in the 
file where information is expected to be inserted; an
other is to use a random key so that additional informa
tion can be added at the end of the file. 

E. Deletion: When unit records of a file become ob~ 
solete, it is desirable to remove them. In files of equal 
length of unit record, these unit record spaces and key 
numbers may be re-used. In files of unequal unit records 
occasional compressing of these records should be per
formed. This is to prevent the file from becoming arti
ficially long. The time of computation for a file problem 
depends directly upon the length of the file. Computer 
time is quite expensive. 

These basic operations that are performed on files are 
the core of the single file problem. 

Subsidiary Operations 
There are many other operations that may be per

formed in connection with the file to satisfy the re
quirements of the particular problem, but they may be 
considered subsidiary to the file operations above. These 
subsidiary operations may be extremely important and 
complex affairs. Some of these subsidiary operations 
are: 

a) Pre-sorting: The input information of a file 
problem that refers to a unit record, must have the same 
key as that unit record. This input data should be ar
ranged in the same ordered sequence as the file itself. 
This preliminary arrangement is known as pre-sorting. 
It is an operation that does not require computer time 
and can be handled on an off-line basis. If the input in
formation to the computer is in the form of IBM punch
ed cards, pre-sorting can very readily be done with an 
IBM sorting machine. This is an inexpensive and rapid 
piece of equipment. Since the operation is off-line, there 
is generally not too much time pressure involved. 

b) Arithmetic: In most file operations there is a 
certain amount of arithmetical computation that must 
be performed as a subsidiary operation. 

c) Checking: Since the information on the file is 
the repository of original data, it must be very carefully 
checked to make sure that there are no inaccuracies in 
the information or in its transmission to or from the tape 
units. 

d) Input-output: In many operations there is ex
tensive input or output for a single file problem. In 
utility billing for example, the output is enormous and 
the peripheral high speed mechanisms necessary to turn 
out the required billing are highly complex and ex
pensive pieces of equipment. But even an operation of 
this type must be considered subsidiary to the basic 
single file operation itself. 

Multifile Problems 
The second type of problem is deceptively close to 

the single file problem in appearance. However, it is of 
a different order of magnitude so far as difficulty of its 
computer solution is concerned. 

We shall call problems of the second type multiple 
file ( or multifile) problems. They are characterized by 
the existence of two or more files with a necessity for 
cross-referencing during the problem solution. Several 
examples of double file problems are the following: 
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1) Customer Accounting: If a large manufacturer 
has a substantial number of dealer outlets and produces 
a wide variety of items, the manufacturer must maintain 
a file of his dealers and a file of his production items. 
'The basic problem of customer accounting in this case is 
the handling of purchase requisitions of the dealers for 
items that they desire. In determining the billing price, 
for example, the dealer must be looked up in the dealer 
file so that his classification as a dealer may be determin
ed and his records can be up-dated. Then the item file 
must be searched for each item individually to determine 
the quoting price of the item based on the dealer classi
fication and amount of order. Simultaneously the item 
file must be up-dated if any attempt is made to use the 
system as a means of inventory control. 

2) Trust Accounting: A bank that deals in trust ac
icounts must maintain a file of these accounts and must 
also maintain a file of the securities in its portfolio. The 
standard action on the trust files normally involves an 
adjustment of the individual trust portfolio. Thus must 
be reflected in the security file. Conversely if the bank 
decided to make an adjustment of its own security port
folio, this must be reflected and adjusted as it affects 
the individual trusts. 

In both of these operations the critical difficulty is the 
fact that a pre-sort on one file is not sufficient. An in
termediary random access to the security file appears 
necessary. This can generally be replaced by internal 
sorting procedures. 

Sorting is an essentially difficult task for a computer. 
That is, it is a relatively slow and expensive task for a 
computer. There is much tape handling and there is 
much computing in the form of comparisons and ma
chine bookkeeping to perform a sorting on a computer. 
Thus, for double file problems to be handled by com
puters, very fast, hence very expensive, computers are 
necessary. There are several computer systems available 
today that perform sorting as a buffered operation. Al
though this is an improvement, the basic problem still 
remains. 

Double file problems can possibly be handled using 
random access memories. There are several machine 
memories today that have some of the characteristics of 
random access memories. These are in an early stage of 
development. 

I know of no practical examples of problems that in
volve more than a double file. In many cases a company 
that feels that it has a double file problem should look at 
the problem critically, because it may be possible, by 
some minor adjustment of operational procedure, to re
duce the problem to one of two single file problems. 
These are a lot easier to handle than one double file prob
lem. 

Management Statistics 

The next general classification under which business 
problems fall is in the area of management statistics. 
These problems generally are ideally suited to the gen
eral purpose computer that exists today. In problems of 
this class one computes averages, deviations, correlations, 
time sequence information, etc. Examples of these are: 
average daily dollar volume; the going wage rate in an 
area; exploratory calculations to determine trends, in 
order to anticipate reordering needs or to note potential 
weaknesses in out-lying district operations. An auto in-
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Where the shape of things to corne 

is programmed by AMPEX tape recorders 
The profiler above is shaping parts for new Lockheed Electras. 
Exact tool positions are being defined by command signals-as 
many as 200 per second-from the Ampex FR-100 in the control 
system to the right of the machine. 

The accuracy of such a milling operation increases with the 
number of points defined per inch of tool motion. One reel of 
magnetic tape defines millions of points, programming up to 
1 % hours of continuous machine operation. Recycling a tape 
loop will program an entire run of identical work-pieces. 

Shaping parts by command signals from Ampex-equipped auto
matic control systems is now routine production operation at 
such places as Lockheed in Burbank, Martin at Denver, Rohr 
at Chula Vista, Convair at Ft. Worth and San Diego, and Gid
dings & Lewis at Fond Du Lac, to mention only a few. 

Even though punched cards and paper tape are still proving 

First in magnetic tape instrumentation 

adequate for many of today's less-sophisticated automatic con
trol installations, systems engineers are increasingly interested 
in the superior speed and data-handling advantages of magnetic 
tape. An Ampex FR-300, for instance, can extrac.:t a short burst 
of digital information equal to that on an entire punched card 
in less than 4 milliseconds, including start and stop. 

In configurations like the one illustrated, the advanced Ampex 
FR-100A, with its 14 tracks on 1-inch tape, has ample reserve for 
extra functions. Six tracks may be used for tool-position coordi
nates; others for start, stop, coolant, or even voice instructions. 

Whether you believe the future of automatic control lies in 
point-to-point positioning, continuous-path control, or both
Ampex magnetic tape recorders have built-in reserve capabili
ties which make them worthy of consideration as a component 
for any control system designed for tomorrow's needs. 

AMPEX INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION 
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California 
Offices in USA and Canada. Engineering representatives cover the world. 



surance company will perform large numbers of correla
tions to determine premium rates for selected classes of 
its insurees. 

The prime characteristic of statistical problems is that 
the output should be small. 

Large amounts of data are reduced to a few signifi
cant quantities. This leads me to the concept of manage
ment by exception. 

Management by Exception 

The traditional bible for the management of a com
pany has been the periodic "Report (or reports) of 
Operation." This tome is circulated in whole or in part 
throughout the administrative echelons of the company. 
It is a complete, detailed listing of all company activi
ties and includes many different types of breakdowns of 
the basic data. This volume is ceremoniously received 
and perused with different degrees of thoroughness de
pendent on the nature, duties, and responsibilities of the 
recipients. 

To facilitate the reading of this information, compan
ies have used such expedients as summaries, diagrams, 
tabular highlights, color emphasis and many other sugar
coatings. 

What is the purpose of this extremely expensive opera
tion? It is expensive in cost of preparation and in ex
ecutive time for consumption. The reader is supposed 
to go through the report and either say, "things look 
O.K.", or he points to some areas of activity that are not 
"O.K." Although the report has some other purposes, 
the principal purpose is to ascertain the level of all activi
ties of the company in order that difficulties may be 
spotted and presumably corrected. 

To achieve this purpose, the "Report of Operation" is 
not necessary in this standard form. In fact it is a highly 
inefficient and wasteful operation. It is an operation 
that can be tremendously improved by the use of com
puters. 

In principle, the management of the company expect 
a certain level of operation within certain deviations 
for all activities of the company. This is precisely what 
the management check in the "Report of Operation." 
If this information is given to a computer, the computer 
can prepare a full "Report of Operation" from the same 
input data that is normally used, and check its detailed 
results against the extrapolations made by management. 
Only those items having greater variance than the al
lowed tolerance determined by management in advance, 
would be collected as an "Exception Report." In such 
report all items have significance for management per
sonnel. 

With each such "Exception Report," action can be tak
en by management and revisions can be made to the in
formation given by management to the computer, for its 
use in the preparation of its next "Exception Report." 
Some advantages of this type of Management Operation 
by Exception are 
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a) it is less expensive 
b) it eliminates wasted time of checking normal 

operation 
c) it reduces delay time of corrective action fOf' 

company difficulties 
d) it is more accurate 
e) all exceptions are reported, none are missed 
f) it allows for company expansion that would 

normally be difficult because of paperwork 
loads 

1 mentioned that the "Report of Operation" may be 
used for other purposes. Management may want a de
tailed listing of all activities in a certain geographical re
gion to use in connection with a major decision in that 
area. Such a listing can always be obtained from the 
computer because in essence the full "Report of Opera
tion" exists, within the memory of the computer itself. 

A final remark on this subject will point out that the 
suggested "Exception Report" is not a "Summary Re
port." Although summaries serve a very useful purpose, 
they tend to hide large detailed deviations that are the 
critical points to be assessed. 

Mathematically Complex Problems 
A fourth type of problem that arises in business is the 

one that has mathematical complexity associated with it. 
Consider a business type problem that a pipe line com
pany has. They must know the effect of a shock wave on 
the fluids in their lines, when delivery must be cut off at 
certain points due to severely inclement weather that 
curtails the use of delivery vehicles at those points. This 
problem resolves itself into an extremely technical math
ematical problem. Problems of this type, however, are 
not commonplace in all companies. 

The mathematical problems associated with optimizing 
operations are more common, and have been the subject 
of many talks and discussions at operations research con
ferences. 

Executives are not Mathematicians 
Let me conclude my talk by relating an incident that 

occurred a few years ago. A transit company wanted to 
analyse its bus scheduling problem to improve its opera
tion. When I visited the company and spoke with the 
executive involved, he said that two eminent mathema
ticians had studied the problem in detail and presumably 
had solved it. He took a copy of their report from his 
desk and handed it to me. "I do not understand a word 
or symbol in it," he said, "nor do I expect my bus check
ers to be mathematicians. This solution is of no use to 
me." 

It is clear that there is more to solving a mathemati
cally complex problem than just applying correct mathe
matical techniques. 

References: 
Rhodes, Ida, and Stevens, M.E., "Preliminary Report 

on a Combined Sorting-File-Merging Method for 
Electronic Data Processing," NBS report 3155, 1954. 

Seward, H. H., "Information Sorting in the Applica
tion of Electronic Digital Computers to Business 
Operations." MIT Project Whirlwind report R-232, 
1954. 
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MACHINE TRANSLATION IN THE 
SOVIET UNION 

I. A. Melchuk 

Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

(Based on a translation from Vestnik Akademii Nauk 
U.S.S.R., No.2, 1959) 

Work on machine translation began in our country 
in 1955, at the Precision Mechanics and Computational 
Techniques Institute and the V.A. Steklov Mathematical 
Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences. They were 
later joined by the Linguistics Institute of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences; the Leningrad University, which 
set up a machine-translation laboratory; the Computing 
Center of the Academy of Sciences of the Armenian So
viet Socialist Republic; the Electronics, Automation and 
Telemechanics Institute of the Academy of Sciences of 
the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic; and other in
stitutions. 

Compilation of "Algorithms" 

At the first stage, the work consisted mainly of com
piling the so-called algorithms of machine translation. 
For a machine to translate a text from one language into 
another all the necessary operations must be given as J. 

special set of rules. These rules must be precisely form
ulated and perfectly clear; must permit of mechanical 
performance; and constitute a logically coherent system 
providing for all possible cases. 

A number of algorithms were compiled in 1955-1957: 
a French-Russian, two English-Russian, a Chinese-Rus
sian, a German-Russian, a Japanese-Russian, a Hungar
ian-Russian. The French-Russian and one English-Rus
sian were programmed and tested on computers; that 
is, translations were made of passages from French and 
English scientific (mathematical) texts into Russian. The 
other algorithms are in the programming stage. 

At present, work on machine translation is proceed
ing along the following three main lines: investigation 
of possible ways of machine translation for selection of 
the best; development, by close collaboration of mathe
maticians and linguists, of precise (primarily mathemati
cal) methods of language description; and study of inter
connection between machine translation and other prac
tical applications of linguistics with a view to general
izing and most fully applying the results achieved in 
allied fields. 

Problem: To Work Out General Theory 

What are the basic problems of this work? 
Whereas three years ago the cardinal task was that of 

making up algorithms and applying them, now that we 
already have composed and applied algorithms, chief at
tention is focused on generalizing the results obtained. 

The primary task now is to work out a general theory 
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of compiling translation algorithms (notably, to work 
out a universal form of translation algorithm as such, 
and rules of applying the form to concrete languages). 
When this task is successfully accomplished, it will be
come possible to have the machine itself compile trans
lation algorithms on the basis of glossaries and parallel 
texts prepared in advance. 

A System of Operators 

Of great importance for the general theory of trans
lation algorithms is a system of operators worked out at 
the Mathematical Institute. Under this system the trans
lation process is broken up into a number of standard 
acts which take place in translating from any language 
into another. Such an elementary act, together with its 
corresponding standard computer program, is called an 
operator. Any algorithm may be represented as a se
quence of operators. Recording algorithms in terms of 
operators makes it possible to mechanize the highly la
borious process of programming translation algorithms. 
Thus, in programming a part of the Hungarian-Russian 
algorithm, five programs were compiled within five 
minutes, which, if done in the usual way, would require 
from 20 to 30 man-days. Operator recording is also 
very important theoretically since it makes it easier to 
unify algorithms and work out a single universal form 
of translation algorithm. 

N ext, An Electronic Editor 

Today machine translation is regarded only as the first 
stage toward solving a more general and more important 
problem: by most fully using electronic machines as 
auxiliary tools of human thinking, to make the machine 
capable of performing the widest possible operations 
with texts written in different languages, to enable it 
not only to translate but also to edit, make abstracts, 
furnish bibliographical and other references, etc. All 
these operations boil down to extracting from the text 
required information and to recording that information 
in some other form. To carry out these operations a 
special "language" is needed in which the information 
from the text would be recorded. 

Such a language should (1) ensure a simple and ac
curate recording of the extracted information, and (2) 
be convenient for translating into it texts written in 
natural languages. This language can be used both for 
recording and storing information in the machine (the 
language in which the information is recorded for stor· 
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ing in the machine is called "information language"), 
and as an intermediary for machine translation. In 
translating from many languages into many others in any 
direction it is possible to translate from the source lang
uage into the intermediary language, and from the lat
ter into the target language. This makes it possible not 
only to reduce the number of algorithms necessary for 
direct language-to-Ianguage translation, but also makes 
it easier to unify them. The basic problem of most work
on machine translation in our country now is to build up 
an intermediary language. 

Of the many possible ways of building up an inter
mediary language, two are being actively investigated, 
and it is one them that we shall dwell. 

A New Language? 

One consists in producing an intermediary language 
as some artificial language possessing its own vocabu
lary, morphology and syntax (i.e., similar to natural 
languages or artificial languages like Esperanto). The 
components of the intermediary language are determ
ined by statistical investigation of the languages in 
question: only those phenomena are imparted to the 
intermediary language which are widespread in all or 
most of these concrete languages, with each allowed a 
share in proportion to the number of people speaking it. 

Such an intermediary language will be an "intersec
tion" product, as it were, of a number of given (natural) 
languages, for which a system of symbols has been 
worked out. In the future this formal-logic system is 
expected to be used as an information language. 

The other way is to construct the intermediary langu
age only as a system of correspondences between natural 
languages. The correspondences are established at three 
levels: vocabulary (between words and idioms of vari
ous languages), morphological and word-building, and 
syntactical (between elementary syntactical construc
tions) . 

Translation-equivalent words of different languages 
(bundles of lexical correspondences) form sets and 
these sets constitute the words of the intermediary langu
age; its syntactical relations are bundles of syntactical 
correspondences. The whole thing boils down to the 
following: It is assumed that the intermediary langu
age is an "aggregate" of all the languages under review; 
this means that any differences occurring in all these 
languages may be expressed in the intermediary langu
age. May, but not must; they are expressed not ob
ligatorily, but on occasion, if they occur in the source 
language. 

Bundles of morphological correspondences are re
garded as words of the intermediary language (like the 
bundles of vocabulary correspondencies). These words 
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may and may not occur: thus, the noun number category 
will be expressed in the intermediary language when 
translating from languages where it exists (Russian, 
English, Armenian, Hungarian, etc.), and will not be 
expressed when translating from Chinese where this 
category does not exist. This has been done in order to 
avoid losses of relevant information and to avoid pro
ducing superfluous information, no matter what pair 
of languages are involved in translation. 

The intermediary language obligatorily expresses only 
two kinds of differences: lexical and syntactical (words 
and relations between them), i.e., differences which ex
ist in all human languages and without which any lan
guage is unthinkable. 

On the whole, the proposed intermediary language to 
certain extent resembles, on the one hand, the so-called 
Uhrsprachen of comparative linguistics (which likewise 
constitutes a system of correspondences between langu
ages), and, on the other hand, calculuses of mathematical 
logic ("words" and "syntactical relations" of the inter
mediary language correspond to the alphabet and the 
formation rules of formal-logic languages). 

Translation by Tables 

The intermediary language as a system of corres
pondences can be set up in tables with vertical columns 
and horizontal lines. The columns are assigned to dif
ferent languages; each line, to translation equivalent 
units of different languages. The numbers of the lines 
containing lexical and morphological equivalents rep
resent words of the intermediary language; the numbers 
of the lines containing syntactical correspondences rep
resent its syntactical relations. 

The process of translation by means of an intermediary 
language is divided into two phases: analysis, or trans
lation from the source language into the intermediary 
language, i.e., the numbers of the respective lines in the 
tables, are, by means of special routines, referred to vari
ous units of the source language; and synthesis, or trans
lation from the intermediary language into the target 
language, i.e., units of the target language, selected from 
bundles of correspondences, are given the proper mor
phological forms and lined up in accordance with the 
laws of the target language. 

A model of an intermediary language is now being 
developed for short passages from mathematical texts. 
Algorithms of independent analysis and synthesis are 
being devised for a number of languages; work has be
gun on establishing word correspondences between the 
major European languages. 

Syntactical analysis, as a result of which syntactical 
connections between all the words of the translation 
text are determined, is the central part of an algorithm 
for machine translation. This is done by means of a list 
of elementary syntactical constructions (configurations) 
occurring in the texts of the given type, and by means of 
rules for detecting them in the text. Therefore, to build 
up an algorithm it is necessary to have sufficiently full 
lists of. configurations for all the languages used. 

Language Peculiarities Cause Problems 

There are a number of other, purely linguistic, prob
II ems, the solution of which is necessary to construct an 

/ algorithm and which requires independent research. The 
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latter includes, among others, the problem of finding 
redundancies in a language, i.e., historically-evolved 
categories which in the system of a modern language 
perform no meaningful function. Thus, the gender cate
gory of the Russian verb has become almost entirely re
dundant, the inflections of Russian and French adjec
tives are largely redundant, the form differences of the 
Russian dative and local cases are always redundant and 
of the nominative and accusative cases are nearly always 
redundant, etc. The problem of redundance in a langu
age is of great importance also for communications 
engineering, as the elimination of textual redundances 
makes it possible to increase many times the effective
ness of transmitting and receiving devices. Therefore, 
the efforts of machine translation specialists and com
munications engineers are being pooled to solve this 
problem. 

Statistical Approach Necessary 

Linguistic research on machine translation must be 
based on many-sided statistical investigation of the text. 
Statistics are necessary to limit the material under inves
tigation, to isolate the range of phenomena to be de
scribed and systematized. Quantitative characteristics 
make it possible to appreciate the specific weight of vari
ous language phenomena in order to concentrate attention 
on essentials, leaving aside secondary aspects; they are 
also needed to assess the efficacy of one or another solu
tion. Lastly, since absolutely precise solutions of one or 
another linguistic problem are not always possible, sta
tistics help to find approximate, more plausible solutions. 

Statistical description of speech is of considerable in
terest not only for machine translation, but also for 

This is our line 

communication engineering, printing, language teaching 
methods, etc. It is therefore a primary task to carryon 
statistical investigations in different languages, Rus
sian first and foremost, on an appropriately large scale. 

For these investigations to be effective it is neces
sary to use widely analytical and electronic computing 
machines, which again calls for close contact of linguists 
with specialists in other respective fields. 

Specialized ttLanguage" Computer 

In conclusion, we should like to mention one more 
field in which linguists, mathematicians and electronic 
engineers should cooperate: designing of special trans
lation and information machines for all kinds of work 
connected with language. (Up to this date in our coun
try and abroad experimental translations are made on 
general-purpose computers not adapted for this pur
pose.) 

Coordination of research in all these lines was in no 
small measure facilitated by the First All-Union Con
ference on Machine Translation, held in Moscow in 
May 1958. 

Imparting Human Speech to Electronic Machines 

All research on machine translation should be re
garded as the initial stage of a wider range of work the 
goal of which is to impart human speech to electronic 
machines. Achievement of that goal will produce a real 
revolution in science and technology. And solution of 
the machine translation problem now directly confront
ing researchers will be a step forward toward that goal. 

If you're establishing the requirements for a magnetic storage drum, 
you have to consider storage capacity, density, signal frequency, access time. 

We think of the same drum in terms of the accurate distribution of mass 
about an axis, in terms of machining to minute tolerances, pre loading and lubrication 

of precision bearings, and in terms of precise dynamic balance. -- - - -
We've always specialized in designing and building precision rotary machinery, 

including many highly successful magnetic storage devices - small ones and large ones, drums 
and discs - with speeds to 30,000 rpm, eccentricities under fifty millionths (.00005"), 

and with manufacturing costs at sensible levels. We'd like to tell you about them 
and offer you the benefit of our considerable experience in the field. 

The Whitnon Manufacturing Company 1 
Route 6 and New Britain Avenue .•. ORchard 7.2607 11' ~~l' 

Farmington, Connecticut . _ ~ _ . 
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SU RVEY OF RECENT ARTICLES 

A New Concept in Computing / R. L. 
Wigington, National Security Agency, 
Dept. of Defense, Ft. Meade, Md. / 
Proceedings of the IRE, vol. 47, no. 4, 
April, 1959, p 516 / Institute of Radio 
Engineers, Inc., 1 East 79 St., New 
York 21, N.Y. 
This paper is an explanatory statement 

of a new computing scheme which was 
proposed by von Neumann in a patent 
submitted in 1954. Described in detail is 
the concept of using the phase of a sine
wave signal as an information-bearing 
medium, which together with majority 
logic permits the realization of logic 
operations. Simple logical aggregates of 
elements are given as examples. The arti
cle mentions the development by the Ja
panese of a subharmonic oscillator com
puter based on some of the concepts pro
posed by von Neumann. 

Computer Courses for the Press / D. 
Whipp / Automation and Automatic 
Equipment News, vol. 4, no. 8, April, 
1959, p 1076 / A. & A.E.N., 9 Gough 
Square, Fleet St., London, E. C. 4 / 
In an attempt to enlighten, subsequent-

ly, the general public on electronic com
puters, International Computers and Tab
ulators, Ltd., has organized a series of 
courses on computers for newspaper re
porters. The course includes an explana
tion of the processes used to feed the 
computer, and subsequent computer-oper
ations of storage and control. 

How Chains are Moving into Automa
tion / S. O. Kaylin, Executive Editor, 
Chain Store Age / Chain Store Age, 
April, 1959, p 25 / Chain Store Age, 
440 Boston Post Rd., Orange, Conn. / 
A progress report on data processing 

in retailing, which makes it clear that 
the computer and associated equipment 
are emerging as practical tools in retail 
distribution. The report explains how 

Moses M. Berlin 

Cambridge, Mass. 

companies have gradually implemented 
data processing to their particular, though 
varied, needs. 

Generalization: Key to Successful Elec
tronic Data Processing / W. C. McGee, 
General Electric Co., Richland, Wash. 
/ Journal of A. C. M., vol. 6, no. 1, 
Jan., 1959, pp 1-23 / Assoc'n for Com
puting Machinery, 2 East 63 St., New 
York 21, N.Y. 
A new method to minimize costly ex

perimentation with new systems, and re
vision of existing systems. A program is 
used which allows the computer to pre
pare a file of records of changes made, J 

and routines are generalized so that all 
information can be contained in one 
source file. 

How Canada is Applying Automation to 
Hi,ghway Engineering Calculations / 
A. Kirby / Automation and Automatic 
Equipment News, vol. 4, no. 8, April, 
1959, p 1086 / A. & A. E. N., 9 Gough 
Square, Fleet St., London, E. C. 4 
The largest roadbuilding company in 

Canada applies computers to the problems 
of highway engineering. The electronic 
systems eliminate lengthy computation 
time and costly errors, perform compu
tation of earth-quantity problems, grade 
calculations, and horizontal curve calcu
lations. 

On-Line Computation with General Pur
pose Computers / L. S. Michels, Bendix 
Computer Div. / Automatic Control, 
vol. 10, no. 4, April, 1959, p 2 DC / 
Reinhold Publishing Corp., 430 Park 
Ave., New York 22, N.Y. 
Computers used to solve complex math

ematical and "decision" problems, are to 
be used to control the processes involving 
those problems. Some of the operations 
of a computer in on-line applications, are 
listed, and the use of two computers on 
the USS Compass Island is described. 

Readers' and Editor" B Forum 
[Continued from page 6J 

The building began to be occupied in 1958. It now 
houses more than 700 students, instructors, and service 
personnel. 

The new center is one of 26 education centers that 
IBM maintains at manufacturing and sales locations 
throughout the United States. 

Figure 3 - A student group watches a demonstration of com
puter maintenance techniques being presented via television to 
classes. The telecast originated from the building's data pro
cessing test center and was transmitted by a closed circuit 
television. The TV network is used as an educational tool to 
transmit lectures, demonstrations, machine operating procedures, 

and service techniques into classrooms. 

Evaluating Intelligence for Programming 
Systems / R. W. Bemer, IBM Corp., / 
Automatic Control, vol. 10, no. 4, 
April, 1959, p 22 DC / Reinhold Pub. 
Corp., 430 Park Ave., New York 22, 
N.Y. 
Typical "intelligence questions" for 

computers are listed, in processor and 
supervisor categories. The article de
scribes the attempt being made to sys
tematically classify the various devices 
for "educating the computer" to take 
over "the decision-making functions of 
one or many" human beings. 

Digital Building Blocks Form Go/No
Go Timers / J. Mitchell, and G. L. 
King, Packard Bell Electronics / Con
trol Engineering, vol. 6, no. 4, April, 
1959, p 132 / McGraw-Hill, 330 West 
42 St., New York 36, N.Y. / 
A digital timer designed and assembled 

from "shelf-item computing 'building
blocks,''' for use during qualification 
testing of ground support equipment for 
the missile, THOR. It contains charac
teristics requisite for tests in the mill i
second-to-quarter-hour category. 

Magnetic Tape System for Analog, PDM, 
or FM / K. Fetty, Datatape Div., Con
solidated Electrodynamics Corp. / In
struments & Control Systems, vol. 32, 
no. 3, March, 1959, p 392 / Instru
ments Publishing Co., Inc., 845 Ridge 
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
A versatile tape system handles analog, 

PDM, and FM signals. It is designed for 
use where high-speed acquisition of large 
amounts of data is required. The descrip
tion of the system includes amplifiers, 
power supplies, and auxiliary equipment. 

The Digital Magnetic Tape Recorder / 
C. Kezer, Fairchild Camera and In
strument Corp. / Instruments & Con
trol Systems, vol. 32, no. 3, March, 
1959, p 389 / Instruments Publishing 
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Corp., Inc., 845 Ridge Ave., Pittsburgh 
12, Pa. 
The characteristics of the "digital" mag

netic tape recorder differ greatly from 
those of the analog recorder. These dif
ferences are mentioned, while the digital 
recorder is discussed in greater detail. 

Generation of Permutations and Combina-
tions / T. R. Hoffmann, Mechanical 
Engineering Bldg., Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisc. / abstract in Bulletin 
of the Operations Research Society of 
America, vol. 7, supplement 1, 1959, P 
B-20 / Oper. Res. of Amer., Dr. H. J. 
Miser, Route 2, Box 211, Vienna, Va. 
This paper presents a mechanistic meth-

od involving "precedence matrices" which 
generate the relatively few sequences of 
permutations that may be practical in a 
particular situation. The method of gen
eration can be programmed for a digital 
computer, and the technique has had suc
cessful application in the assembly-line 
balancing problem. 

Mathematical Models of Some Post Of
fice Problems / R. Oliver, Broadview 
Research Corp., Burlingame, Calif. / 
abstract in Bulletin of the Operations 
Research Society of America, vol. 7, 
supplement 1, 1959, P B-25 / Oper. 
Res. Soc. of Amer., Dr. H. J. Miser, 
Route 2, Box 211, Vienna, Va. 
A mathematical model which has been 

optimized to obtain lower values of de
lays, has been developed and experi
mentally used in a large U.S. Post Office, 
to handle, sort, and transport first-class 
letter mail. 

COMPUTER 
ENGINEER 

Challenging posltlOn for experi· 
enced Mechanical Engineer, Chern· 
ical Engineer, or Applied Physi
cist with good background in 
Mathematics. Computer Experi
ence desirable. Duties consist ot 
analysis and programming of en
ginerring problems for Datatron 
205 Computer. Citizenship pre· 
ferred. Reply with complete con· 
fidential resume to: 

RESEARCH DIVISION 

THE 

FLUOR 
CORPORATION, LTD. 

ENGINEERS - CONSTRUCTORS 

BOX 510 
WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA 

A Systems Analysis of Pre-Registration 
Scheduling in a University with Em
phasis on the Use of the Digital Com
puter / A. G. Holzman, Industrial En
gineering Dept., University of Pitts
Burgh, Pa. / abstract in Bulletin of 
the Operations Research Society of 
America, vol. 7, supplement 1, 1959, 
P B-15 /Oper. Res. Soc. of Amer., Dr. 
H. J. Miser, Route 2, Box 211, Vienna, 
Va. 
A flow chart has been designed for a 

digital computer system of analyzing the 
various factors involved in formulating a 
pre-registration schedule for a student. 
The student's academic status, his aver
age and type of program are among the 
considered factors. 

Use of a Computer for Scheduling Stu
dents / G. R. Sherman, Statistical Lab
oratory, Purdue University, West La
fayette, Ind. / abstract in Bulletin of 
the Operations Research Society of 
America, vol. 7, supplement 1, 1959, 
P B-15 / Oper. Res. Soc. of Amer., Dr. 
H. J. Miser, Route 2, Box 211, Vienna, 
Va. 
A process has been devised in which a 

digital computer is used in establishing 
schedules for college students. This paper 
describes the problems encountered in the 
system, and briefly explains methods of 
solving them. 

Magnetic Tape Dropouts / E. Franck. 
Reeves Soundcraft Corp. / Instruments 
& Control Systems, vol. 32, no. 3, 
March, 1959, p 390 / Instruments Pub
lishing Co., Inc., 845 Ridge Ave., Pitts
burgh 12, Pa. 
Despite reasonable precautions in 

manufacture, the surface of tape is not 
completely smooth and homogeneous, and 
this causes the occurrence of surface de
fects. However, as better tapes are pro
duced, the author says dropouts should be 
regarded as a "property of the system, 
rather than of the tape alone." 

How a Computer Saved $13,000 in Its 
First Year / F. D. Bauce, Cost Con
trol Mgr., Torrington Mfg. Co., Tor
rington, Conn. / The Office, vol. 49, 
no. 4, April, 1959, p 120 / Office Pub
lications, Inc., 232 Madison Ave., New 
York 16, N.Y. 
A firm producing wire forming ma

chines and auxiliary equipment realized 
the $13,000 saving, by applying the com
puter to payroll preparation, with by
product applications in labor distribution, 
and cost accounting. By making use of 
the full potential of the computer, the 
company will add to the savings. They 
plan to automate inventory and produc
tion control in each of their manufactur
ing units, establishing a master deck of 
punched cards with information on the 
unit of time required for each shop
operation involved in the making of ma
chine parts. The computer will enable 
the firm to meet shipping dates with 
greater precision, and make more (and 
more fully informed) purchasing deci
sions. 

Feasibility Studies / O. Nielsen / Ma
chine Accounting & Data Processing, 
vol. 1, no. 3, March-April, 1959, p 15 / 
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AEROJ ET·GEN ERAL 

CORPORATION 

offers 

challenging 
• • 

POSItIons 
on the nation's largest, 

most advanced IRBM, 

ICBM and space flight 

projects 

704 COMPUTER PROGRAMERS - These 

highly responsible positions involve appli

cation of computers in research and de

sign of missile weapons and liquid and 

solid rocket propulsion systems. 

Bachelor's degree in mathematics, en
gineering, or physical sciences required, 

with a minimum of one year of experi

ence in programing 701, 704 or 709 

computers. 

MATHEMATICIANS - Creative geometri

cians to analyze the burning pattern of 

solid rocket fuels, derive burning surface 

functions of complex grain shapes, and 

prepare problems for digital and analog 

computers. (Two 704 computers and a 

100 amplifier analog computer available.) 

These openings are in a rapidly expand

ing Design Research Section, contributing 

to the advanced design of POLARIS, 
MINUTEMAN, and other important mis-

siles. Publication in professional journals 

encouraged. 

Bachelor's or masters degree in applied 

mathematics required, with proficiency in 

vector analysis, differential equations, and 

advanced calculus. Minor in thermody

namics, heat transfer or physics desirable 

though not mandatory. 

Address inquires to: 

E. P. James 

Aerojet-General Corporation 

P.O. Box 1947U, 

Sacramento, California 

AERO]ET -GENERAL 
COR P 0 RAT ION 
A Subsidiary of The General Tire & Rubber Company 

Azusa & Near Sacramento, California 
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MANUSCRIPTS 

WE ARE interested in articles, 
papers, reference information, and 
discussion relating to computers and 
automation. To be considered for 
any particular issue, the manuscript 
should be in our hands by the first 
of the preceding month. 

ARTICLES: We desire to publish articles 
that are factual, useful, understandable, and 
~nteresting to many kinds of people engaged 
10 one part or another of the field of com
puters and automation. In this audience are 
many people who have expert knowledge of 
some part of the field, but who are laymen 
in other parts of it. 

Consequently, a writer should seek to ex
plain his subject, and show its context and 
significance. He should define unfamiliar 
terms, or use them in, a way that makes their 
meaning unmistakable. He should identify 
unfamiliar persons with a few words. He 
should. use examples, details, comparisons, 
analogIes, etc., whenever they may help 
readers to understand a difficult point. He 
should give data supporting his argument 
and evidence for his assertions. 

We look particularly for articles that 
explore ideas in the field of computers and 
automation, and their applications and im
plications. An article may certainly be con
troversial if the subject is discussed reason
ably. Ordinarily, the length should be 1000 
to 3000 words. A suggestion for an article 
should be submitted to us before too much 
work is done. 

TECHNICAL PAPERS: Many of the fore
going requirements for articles do not neces
sarily apply to technical papers. Undefined 
technical terms, unfamiliar assumptions. 
mathematics, circuit diagrams, etc., may be 
entirely appropriate. Topics interesting 
probably to only a few people are accept
able. 

REFERENCE INFORMATION: We desire to 
print or reprint reference information: lists, 
rosters, abstracts, bibliographies, etc., of use 
to computer people. We are interested in 
making arrangements for systematic publi
cation from time to time of such informa
tion, with other people besides our own 
staff. Anyone who would like to take the 
responsibility for a type of reference infor
mation should write us. 

NEWS AND DISCUSSION: We desire to print 
news, brief discussions, arguments, an
nouncements, letters, etc., anything, in fact, 
if it is not advertising and is likely to be 
of substantial interest to computer people. 

PAYMENTS: In many cases, we make small 
token payments for articles, if the author 
wishes to be paid. The rate is ordinarily 
%c a word, the maximum is $15, and both 
depend on length in words, whether printed 

. before, etc. 

All suggestions, manuscripts, and inquir
ies about editorial material should be ad
dressed to: The Editor, COMPUTERS and 
AUTOMATION, 815 Washington Street, 
Newtonville 60, Mass. 
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Gille Associates, Inc., 956 Maccabees 
Building, Detroit 2, Mich. I 
Discusses the nature and importance of 

feasibility studies, relative to the installa
tion of an electronic data processing sys
tem. Among the aspects discussed are 
short-term and long-term considerations, 
the small company and the computer, 
and costs of installations. 

Medium-Sized Computers I N. Chapin I 
Machine Accounting and Data Process
ing, vol. 1, no. 3, March-April, 1959, 
p 18 I Gille Associates, Inc., 956 Mac
cabees Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich. I 
The most popular computer in use is 

the medium-sized one; they lead the "on
order" list. Factors which have caused this 
effect are high costs of large computers, 
the piecemeal applications which fre
quently can be done on smaller computers, 
and the fact that a number of smaller 
companies find the space required by the 
larger computer impractical. 

An Electronic Network for Better De
fense I Brig. Gen. W. P. Battell, USMC 
I Systems, vol. 23, no. 2, Mar-Apr., 
1959, p 3 I Systems Magazine, 315 
Fourth Ave., New York 10, N.Y. 
A medium-sized computer helps the 

USMC to control its supply system effici
ently and economically. A completely in
tegra ted system has been established, us
ing the computer to determine inventory, 
replenish, and adjust supplies, and to 
furnish managerial control reports. 

The Auditor Encounters Computers I 
C. E. Grody, N.Y. Life Insurance Co. 
I The Internal Auditor, Mar., 1959, 
p 31 
The relationship between an auditor 

and the computer should be such that he 
controls the operations of the computer 
from a business - not technical - view
point. This article outlines an auditor's 
functions, gives a check list of control 
points, and a sample of some audit pro
gram procedures. 

Data Processing Horizons I J. Rosenz
weig I Machine Accounting and Data 
Processing, vol. 1, no. 3, March-April, 
1959, p 6 I Gille Associates, Inc., 956 
Maccabees Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich. 
This article discusses the potential of 

the computer and asserts that in the fu
ture the computer will have wider appli
cation. Cited as a reason for a lack of 
use of full potential, is the fact that em
phasis has been placed on immediate 
cost and immediate result. 

Flow . . . Without Boundaries I R. 
Wright, Controller, The Mennen Co., 
Morristown, N. J. I Systems, vol. 23, 
no. 2, Mar.-Apr., 1959, p 22 I Systems 
Magazine, 315 Fourth Ave., New York 
10, N.Y. I 
A large company achieves highly in

tegrated data processing, with a computer 
used to forecast and schedule various fac
tors in production. The system includes 
file maintenance of accounts receivable, 
and provides sale analyses and inven
tories of raw materials and finished 
goods. 

A Pattern Punched Card System for Data 
Retrieval I F. E. Lynch, Controller, 

and J. F. Glenn, Res. Chemist, L. D. 
Caulk Co., Milford, Dela. I The Of
fice, vol. 49, no. 5, May, 1959, p 79 I 
Office Publications, Inc., 232 Madison 
Ave., New York 16, N.Y. I 
By adding to its tabulating system, a 

sorting attachment, this firm is able to 
retrieve one or many abstract cards out 
of a file. The operation now takes a few 
seconds, where previously it took 30 min
utes. The system, and provision for con
tinual additions of new data are both 
described. 

Organizing a Network of Computers I 
NBS Technical News Bulletin, vol. 43,. 
no. 2, Feb., 1959, p 26 I Supt. of Docu
ments, U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 
Washington 25, D.C. 
The Bureau investigated the problems. 

arising when several computers are linked 
together to work on a particular prob
lem, and set up a theoretical "model net
work." The operations of the network 
are described, and possibilities for im
provement, modification, or extension. 
are suggested. 

Special Electronic Equipment for the 
Analysis of Statistical Data I E. R. 
Carlson and others, Lewis Research 
Center, Nat'l Aeronautics and Space 
Admin., Cleveland, Ohio I Proc. of the 
IRE, vol. 47, no. 5, part 1, May, 1959, 
p 956 I IRE, Inc., 1 East 79 St., New 
York 21, N.Y. 
In the analysis of noise signals, among 

the instruments that are useful, is a cor
relation computer. The authors describe a 
system of instrumentation in which the 
data involved are treated statistically and 
reduced to processing by analog and ana
log-digital methods. 

Pulsed Analog Computer for Simulation 
of Aircraft I A. W. Herzog, U.S. 
Naval Training Device Center, Port 
Washington, N.Y. I Proc. of the IRE, 
vol. 47, no. 5, part 1, May, 1959, p 847 
I Institute of Radio Engineers, Inc. I 
1 East 79 St., New York 21, N.Y. 
A description of the logical design of 

a pulsed analog-digital computer, with a 
magnetic drum to perform the functions 
of storing the program. The computer 
could be used to solve the system of non
linear differential equations normally en
countered in the simulation of an air
craft. A feature of the system is a type 
of "floating point" arrangement which 
automatically scales all voltages within 
optimum levels. 

Integrated Communications Systems for 
Management I N. J. Ream, Lockheed 
Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif. I Sys
tems & Procedures, vol. 10, no. 2, May, 
1959, pp 10-17 I S & P Assoc., 4463 
Penobscot Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich. 
Interest in integrated systems resulted 

from studies to develop improved control 
of manufacturing with electronic data 
processing. Consequently, the system 
proposed by the author has its "inputs," 
such as information garnered from en
gineers and other sources, while, follow
ing the computer pattern, it has "out
puts" consisting of various reports on 
production control, parts requisitions and 
disbursement lists. 
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Computers and Automation now publishes more than 20 kinds of reference and survey information. Here 

is our latest inventory, of kind of information and issues when published .... Subscribe to Compltters and Auto

mation and have this information at your elbow! 

Organizations : 
Roster of Organizations in the Computer Field (June 

1959) 
Roster of Consulting Services (June 1959) 
Roster of Computing Services (June 1959) 
Survey of Computing Services (July 1958) 

Computers and Data Processors: 
Survey of Special Purpose Digital Computers (Sept. 

1958) 
Survey of Commercial Computers (Nov. 1958) 
Annual Computer Census (May 1958) 
Types of Automatic Computing Machinery (Nov. 

1958) 
Roster of Automatic Computers (June 1956) 

Products and Services in the Computer Field: 
Products and Services for Sale or Rent (June 1959) 
Classes of Products and Services (June 1959) 
Types of Components of Automatic Computing Ma

chinery (Nov. 1958) 
Survey of Basic Computer Components (Feb. 1959) 

Applications: 
Important Applications of Computers (Oct. 1958) 
Novel Applications of Computers (Mar. 1958, Mar. 

1959) 

Markets: 
Computer Market Survey (May 1957; next one, Sept. 

1959) 
The Market for Computers in Banking (Sept. 1957) 
The Market for Computers in the Oil and Natural 

Gas Industry (Nov. 1957) 

People: 
Who's Who in the Computer Field (various issues) 

Pictorial Reports: 
1958 Pictorial Report on the Computer Field (Dec. 

1958) 
A Pictorial Manual on Computers (Dec. 1957, Jan. 

1958) (reprint available) 

Words and Terms: 
Glossary of Terms and Expressions in the Computer 

Field (Oct. 1956, reprint available) 

COMPUTERS al1d AUTOMATION for August, 1959 

Information and Publications: 

Books and Other Publications (many issues) 
New Patents (many issues) 
Computer Talks (many issues) 
Survey of Recent Articles (many issues) 

With the ever-increasing expansion of the field of 
automatic handling of information, it is easy to predict 
that more and more reference information of these and 
other kinds will need to be published; and this we shall 
do. For it is a fact that reference information of the 
kind here described is not computable from automatic 
computing machinery - instead, it comes from collect
ing observations and reports about the real world. This 
is our job. 

,------1'fAIL THIS COUPON (or a copy of it)------, 
, To: COMPUTERS and AUTOMATION ' 

815 Washington St., R142 
Newtonville 60, Mass. 

1. ( ) Please enter my subscription to 
Computers and Automation 

I enclose ( ) $5.50 for one year, 

( ) $10.50 for two years, 

- for U.S.A. (add 50 cents a year for 
Canada; $1.00 a year elsewhere) 

2. ) Please send me the following back copies: 

I enclose $1.25 for each one, except the June 
Computer Directory issues, $6 (1959), $4 
(prior years). 

I understand any of these are returnable in 7 days 
if not satisfactory for full refund (if in good con

I dition). 

My name and address are attached. 
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loin with 

Physicists and 

Mathematicians 

at the Knolls 

Atomic Power 

Laboratory -

now entering 

a New Stage in 

Nuclear Power 

Development 

Starting Salaries to $12,000 

Theoretical and experimental pro
grams in progress at KAPL show 
indications of opening the way to a 
new generation of nuclear power
plants with vastly extended efficiency 
and service life. . 

Mathematicians or Physicists with 
significant related experience in the 
fields below are invited to inquire 
about current opportunities. 

PHYSICS 

• Theoretical reactor physics 
• Experimental reactor physics 
• Nuclear analysis 

MATHEMATICS 

• Advanced numerical analysis 
(PhD required) 

• A dvanced engineering mathematics 
(PhD required) 

• Mathematical statistics & 
design of experiments (PhD) 

• Mathematical analysis and 
computer programming 

• Computer operation 

U. S. Citizenship Required 

To expedite your inquiry, forward 
one or more copies of your resume, 
including salary requirement. Please 
also state your particular job inter-

ests. Address: 

MR. A. J. SCIPIONE, DEPT. 21-MH 

~ 
fjtK~sA~,~~,L~ 

GENERAL _ ELECTRIC 

Schenectady, N ew York 

BOO"KS 
and 

OTHER 
PUBLICATIONS 

Moses M. Berlin 
Cambridge, Mass. 

W E PUBLISH HERE citations 
and brief reviews of books 

and other publications which have a 
significant relation to computers, data 
processing, and automation, and 
which have come to our attention. 
We shall be glad to report other in
formation in future lists if a review 
copy is sent to us. The plan of each 
entry is: author or editor / title / 
publisher or issuer / date, publication 
process, number of pages, price or 
its equivalent / comments. If you 
write to a publisher or issuer, we 
would appreciate your mentioning 
Computers and Automation. 

Canadian Conference for Computing and 
Data Processing - Proceedings / Uni
versity of Toronto Press, Toronto, On
tario, Canada / 1958, 383 pp., $5.00 

This book contains 38 papers concern-
ing the theory, role, and application of 
computers and data processors in edu
cation, government, medicine, science, 
banking, business, industry and transpor
tation. The papers were presented at the 
Conference in June, 1958, at the Uni
versity of Toronto. Some of the topics 
covered are "The Computer in Canadian 
Railroading," "Planning a Data Process
ing System," "Some Mathematical and 
Programming Problems Encountered in 
the Operation of a Scientific Computing 
Facility," "A Computer Program for 
System Optimization." 

Perry, J. W., Allen Kent, and J. L. Mel
ton, editors / Tools for Machine Lit
erature Searching / Interscience Pub
lishers, Inc., 250 Fifth Ave., New York 
1, N.Y. / 1958, 972 pp., $27.50 

This Volume I in the Library Science 
and Documentation Series includes the 
following parts: Introduction to Machine 
Li tera ture Searching; Engineering of 
Machine Literature Searching Systems; 
Procedures for Analyzing, Encoding and 
Searching of Recorded Information; and 
finally, A Thesaurus of Scientific and 
Technical Terms: The Semantic Code 
Dictionary. Treatment of the subject is 
thorough and exhaustive. Words and 
terms are tabulated with their "semantic 
codes" in "machine. language," and the 
use of the semantic code in literature 
searching is carefully explained. Erratum: 
On p. 747, the word explanation of B-FL 
is in error_ 

Culbertson, James T. / Mathematics and 
Logic for Digital Devices / D. van 
Nostrand Co., Inc., 120 Alexandra St., 
Princeton, N.J. / 1958, printed, 224 
pp., $4.85 
In his text, Mr. Culbertson develops 

the mathematics related to digital com
puters. His early chapters deal with such 
algebraic topics as permutations, combina
tions and probability, then with number 
systems as they apply to computers. The 
author proceeds to Boolean Algebra and 
finally to its application to switching cir
cuits. Many applicable problems are in
cluded; the text is amply illustrated. 

Feinstein, Amiel / Foundations of Infor
mation Theory / McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., 330 West 42 St., New York 
36, N.Y. / 1958, printed, 137 pp., 
$6.50. 
This author seeks to expound the math

ematics so far proved to be fundamental 
to information theory: he attempts an 
"up to date and . . . reasonably com
plete" presentation of such fundamental 
mathematical theory. Information theory, 
he says, can be divided into two distinct 
branches - one dealing with the various 
general theorems suitable for transmitting 
information, and the other dealing with 
the actual implementation of such gen
eral theorems. The reader must have 
some knowledge of probability theory 
and mathematics if he is to understand 
the text material. 

Vazsonyi, Andrew / Scientific Program
ming in Business and Industry / John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., 
New York 16, N.Y. / 1958, printed, 
474 pp., $13.50. 
Mr. Vazsonyi seeks to help manage

ment personnel find scientific solutions 
to its problems. The material of the text 
is presented "in a mathematical language 
which can be understood by business
men." Chapters include: The Use of 
Mathematical Models in Business; Trans
portation Allocation by Linear Program
ming; Convex Programming; Dynamic 
Programming; and Statistical Inventory 
Control. Many actual case histories are 
given. The author is an editor of Man
agement Science, and has been manager of 
the Management Consulting Services of the 
Ramo-Wooldridge Corp. 

Oldfield, R. L. / The Practical Dictionary 
of Electricity and Electrons / American 
Technical Society, 848 East 58th St., 
Chicago, Illinois / 1959, 216 pp., $5.95 
This excellent small dictionary brings 

together in one volume the basic vocab
ulary of modern electricity and electron
ics. It includes 38 pages of a handbook 
section, containing useful tables, formu
las, symbols, circuit symbols and defi
nitions, etc. 

Jury, Eliahu I. / Sampled-Data Control 
Systems / John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 
440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 
/ 1958, printed, 453 pp, $16.00 
The author of this book, an authority 

on control systems, is now Associate Pro
fessor of Electrical Engineering at the 
University of Calif., Berkeley. The nine 
chapters of the book discuss the various 
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applications of the z-transform method; 
the synthesis problem; the continuous
compensation method; applications of 
both the z-transform and the modified 
z-transform in the approximate analysis 
of continuous systems and in the opera
tional solution of difference equations; 
exact analysis and stability study of Sam
pled-data systems with finite pulse width; 
and the p-transform method and its ap
plications to pulse-modulated feedback 
systems. Augmented with extensive ex
amples and problems, the book describes 
the theory through a general approach to 
mixed digital-analog linear systems. Prob
lems arising in feedback control systems 
are solved and discussed by means of ap
plication of digital computers. This study 
places special emphasis on the organiza
tion, integration, and extension of mate
rial governing industrial control meth
ods. An excellent bibliography of more 
than 100 items supplements the text. 

McCorkle, Paul/The Physical World / 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 West 
42nd St., New York 36, N.Y. / 1956, 
465 pp., $5.95 
pro McCorkle is head of the Depart

ment of Physics at Roanoke College, Vir
ginia. The book is a survey and orienta
tion course in the physical sciences, de
signed to be part of a college and uni
versity general-education program. The 
solar system; the earth's crust, rocks, and 
minerals; atomic radiation; energy and 
its relation to machines; sound, heat and 
light; electronic applications-are among 
the many topics discussed in 29 chapters 
and 9 appendices. The book is well il
lustrated. Experimental exercise at the 
end of each chapter supply suitable mate
rial for laboratory work. Questions and 
problems are given at the end of each 
chapter. 

Krauskopf, Konrad / Fundamentals of 
Physical Science / McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., 330 West 42 St., New York 
36, N.Y. / 1959, printed, 649 pp, $6.95 
This book on the physical sciences con-

tains 43 chapters grouped into six parts: 
"The Solar System," "Matter and Energy," 
"The Structure of MaLter," "Fundamental 
Processes," "The Biography of the Earth," 
and "Stars and Galaxies." The text is all 
interesting and thorough college-level 
treatment of physics for students with 
lively curiosity; it does not require ad
vanced mathematical knowledge for un
derstanding. Review questions are in
cluded at the end of each chapter. 

Langer, Rudolph E., editor / On Numeri
cal Approximation / Univenity of Wis
consin Press, 811 State St., Madison, 
Wisconsin / 1959, 462 pp., $4.50 
This volume contains 21 papers de-

livered at the Symposium on Numerical 
Approximations at the Mathematics Re-
search Center, United States Army, Uni-
versity of Wisconsin in April, 1958. The 
papers present "recent developments in 
the field of numerical approximation cen-
tered around" Linear Approximation, Ex-
ternal Approximation, and Algorithms. 
Among topics included are "Trends and 
Problems in Numerical Approximation," 
"Numerical Evaluation of Multiple Inte-
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COMPUTERS AND 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

~ AIRBORNE DIGITAL EQUIPMENT 

~ NUMERICAL MACHINE CONTROL 

~ HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

~ ADVANCED STORAGE TECHNIQUES 

~ NEW LOGICAL STRUCTURES 

Engineers and scientists needed with experience in all 
phases of digital computer technique and equipment 
development. Systems organization, logical design, 
transistor circuitry, magnetic core and drum memories, 
input-output equipment, packaging. Applications, 
both commercial and military, include airborne digital 
equipment, numerical machine control, and hybrid 
analog-digital systems. Advanced development and 
research on a wide variety of new components and 
logical structures. 

We think you will find this work unusually stimulat
ing and satisfying; we would welcome the opportunity 
to discuss it with you in person. Comfortable and 
pleasant surroundings in suburban Detroit. If inter
ested, please write or wire Fred A. Barry, Research 
Laboratories Division, Bendix Aviation Corporation, 
Southfield, Michigan. 
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grals," "Survey of Recent Russian Litera
ture on Approximation," and "Special 
Polynomials in Numerical Analysis." 

Stewart, W. Earl / Magnetic Recording 
Techniques / McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
330 West 42 St., New York 18, N.Y. 
/ 1958, 272 pp, $8.50 
This book has been written for engi

neers and others who are working, or 
who wish to work, in the technical areas 
of the magnetic recbrding field. The 
basic principles have been presented 
broadly, so that they may be applied 
widely. Physics and mathematics back
ground has been held to a minimum. The 
six chapters are: the magnetic recording 
process; magnetic recording media; the 
magnetic reproducing process; magnetic 
recording mechanisms; ferromagnetism; 
and magnetic recording standards. The 
book is easy to understand, useful, and 
contains many references. Nine appen
dices cover 66 pages. The author is Chief 
Product Engineer at the Standard Register 
Co., Dayton, Ohio. 

Diebold, John / Automation: Its Im
pact on Business and Labor / National 
Planning Association, Washington, 
D.C. / 1959, printed, 64 pp, $1.00 
This study by the head of a manage-

ment consulting firm advocates exploring 
the actual social and economic conse
quences of automation. In chapters titled 
"Automation in Practice," "Toward an 
Economic Study of Automation," "The 
Social Consequences," "The Search for 
Solutions," and "Guide to a Study of 
Automation in the U.S. Economy," the 
author discusses the real effects of automa
tion on present and future society. 

In fear that "we are very close to the 
point of formulating national policies 
(about automation) on the basis of con
jecture and myth," the author recom
mends an industry-by-industry study of 
automation. The text is preceded by a 
policy statement by the NPA committee 
on automation. 

Hopper, Dr. Grace M. / Automatic Pro
gramming for Business Applications / 
Remington Rand Univac, 315 Fourth 
Ave., New York 10, N.Y. / 1959, 
photo-offset, free. 
The development of automatic pro

gramming for business electronic systems 
is described in this pamphlet. The au
thor discusses some of the difficulties in 
designing such systems, arising out of 
the fact that business routines require ex
tensive diversification. Program compila
tion has been effected; attempts are be
ing made to advance further into the 
area of programming by using existing 
automatic coding systems. 

Gordon, Colver, editor, and 45 authors / 
Ideas for Management (Proceedings 
11th Annual Meeting) / The Systems 
and Procedures Assn., 4463 Penobscot 
Bldg., Detroit, Mich. / 1959, printed, 
440 pp, price ? 
This edition covers the proceedings of 

the 11th annual International Systems 
Meeting, with full texts of all speeches, 
papers and seminars. The speeches were 
delivered by leaders in business, science, 

WHO'S WHO IN THE 
COMPUTER FIELD 

From time to time we bring up to 
date our "Who's Who in the Com
puter Field." We are currently ask
ing all computer people to fill in the 
following Who's Who Entry Form, 
and send it to us for their free listing 
in the Who's Who that we publish 
from time to time in Computers and 
Automation. We are often asked 
questions about computer people
and if we have up to date informa
tion in our file, we can answer those 
questions. 

If you are interested in the com
puter field, please fill in and send us 
the following Who's Who Entry 
Form (to avoid tearing the maga
zine, the form may be copied on any 
piece of paper). 

Name? (please print) ................................... . 
Your Address? .................................................. . 
Your Organization? ..... __ ............................ .. 
Its Address? ........................................................... . 
Your Title? ....................... _ .................................. . 
Your Main Computer Interests? 

( ) Applications 
( ) Business 
( ) Construction 
( ) Design 
( ) Electronics 
( ) Logic 
( ) Mathematics 
( ) Programming 
( ) Sales 
( ) Other (specify): 
. .................................................................... . 
••••• _ ••• h .......................................................... . 

Year of birth? ............................................... _ .... . 
College or last school? ................. _ ............. . 
Year entered the computer field ? ....... . 
Occupation? ................................... _ ...................... . 
Anything else? (publications, dis-
tinctions, etc.) ......................................... _ ......... .. 
................................................................................................... 

........................................................................... -................ . 

.................................................................................................. 

................................................................................. _ ................ . 

. ............................................................................... _ ................ . 

When you have filled in this entry 
form please send it to: Who's Who 
Editor, Computers and Automation, 
815 Washington Street, Newtonville 
60, Mass. 
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military affairs, and education. They dis
cuss the comparisons and contrasts to be 
found between American and foreign 
systems, with an occasional discussion of 
the role of the computer. 

In a section devoted to "Systems Com
munications and Electronics," a paper by 
John Diebold, president of a management 
consultant firm, discusses "Bringing Man
agement to Electronic Data Processing." 
A group of four papers, "Automation in 
Factory and Business," describe the de
velopment and implementation of inte
grated data processing systems. 

Control Engineering, staff of, and numer
ous contributors / Manual of Digital 
Techniques / Control Engineering, 330 
West 42 St., New York 36, N.Y. / 
1959, printed, 140 pp, $1.00 
This manual reprints a number of ar

ticles appearing in the "Digital Applica
tion Series," and the "Basic Digital Ser
ies" of Control Engineering. The articles 
are written by computer specialists in in
dustry and research. Discussed mainly 
are techniques for practical application 
of digital equipment to the solution of 
problems in business and the military. 

The first part of the manual consists of 
fourteen articles in the digital applica
tions group. They include, "Data Pro
cessing Systl:ms - How They are Used," 
"Fitting the Digital Computer into Pro
cess Control," and "The Digital Answer 
to Data Telemetering." Five articles 
from the "basic digital series" are in
cluded in part II of the manual including 
"The Computer's Memory," and "Control 
Elements in the Computer." 

Occupational Analysis Branch, U.S. Em
ployment Service / Occupations in 
Electronic Data-Processing Systems / 
U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washing
ton 25, D.C. / 1959, printed, 44 pp, 25c 
This pamphlet contains a list and des-

cription of 13 occupations in electronic 
data-processing systems. 

The descriptions are of the following 
occupations: Card-Tape-Converter Oper
ator, Coding Clerk, Computing Analyst, 
Console Operator, Data Typist, Electron
ics Mechanic (Computer), High-Speed-
Printer Operator, Programmer, Chief 
Programmer, Project Planner (Data-Pro-
cessing System), Supervisor, Data Pro-
cessing System, Systems Analyst, Tape Li-
brarian. A glossary and bibliography fol-
low the listings, and two appendices in-
clude information on worker traits and 
sources of additional information. 

Seshu, Sundaram, and Norman Balabanian 
/ Linear Network Analysis / John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., 
New York 16, N.Y. / 1959, printed, 
571 pp, $11.75 
This book expounds network theory, 

from fundamental principles to some of 
the more advanced concepts in the theory. 
In developing the foundations of network 
theory, the authors, professors of Electri
cal Engineering at Syracuse University, 
discuss the transitions between steady
state and transient responses, time and 
frequency responses, and analysis and 
synthesis. 

The book discusses computation of net-
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Magnetostriction 

Delay Lines 
Ferranti engineers have a depth of experience 
unmatched in this specialty. 
We can provide stock units that have been proved 
in performance - or custom design to your special 
applications. 

Features that characterize Ferranti Delay Lines: 
Temperature stable .•. wide temperature operating range ... 
High digit rates up to 1 Mc/s for delays up to 3 milliseconds 
••. Small size, light weight .•. No moving parts •.. Low 
cost. highly reliable elements for delay, storage and correlation 

fixed and variable. 
Write for detailed literature 
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ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
95 MADISON AVENUE HEMPSTEAD, N. Y. 
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work functions from given real part, mag
nitude or angle, integral relationships 
between real and imaginary parts, and 
analytic properties of network functions; 
and treats simultaneously, active and pas
sive networks. All assumptions made in 
the development are clearly explained. 

A long appendix (pp 505-60) on vari
ous topics in the theory of functions, 
provides a useful refresher for those pre
viously familiar with these topics, and 
serves as a basic introduction to the eleven 
chapters of the text. 

Kirchmayer, Leon K. / Economic Opera
tion of Power Systems / John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 
16, N.Y. / 1958, printed, 260 pp., 
$12.00. 
Mr. Kirchmayer discusses theoretical 

developments and computer uses in prob
lems experienced by electric utilities. 
Utilization of computers and "electronic 
brain" methods for solving such prob
lems have successfully achieved economy 
in production of power in many actual 
cases. The text demonstrates how to de
rive transmission loss formulas; it in
cludes mathematical models, analytical 
methods and computer applications to 
"prediction and improvement" of systems 
performance. 

Anonymous / Matrix Math Compiler -
Univac I Data Automation System / 
Remington Rand Univac, 315 Fourth 
Ave., New York, N.Y. / 1958, photo 
offset, 78 pp, limited distribution. 
A manual which explains the efficient 

application of a coding system involving 
the use of a compiler. Clearly written 
and arranged in three parts, the manual 
provides a detailed description of the 
functions of the compiler, and descrip
tions of library routines. The Matrix 
Math Compiler was developed at the 
Franklin Institute Laboratories, with the 

initial aid of the Computational Divi
sion of the United States Air Force. 

Shell, D. 1., and 10 more authors / 
"The Share 709 System" in the April, 
1959 issue, vol. 6, no. 2, of the "Journ
al of the Association for Computing 
Machinery" / Association for Comput
ing Machinery, 2 East 63 St., New 
York 21, N.Y. / 1959, printed, 312 
pp. $2.50 . 
This issue contains six papers on the 

"Share 709 System," a system for re
ducing redundant effort in programming 
among ·users of the IBM 709. The papers 
are: "The Share 709 System":-"A Co
operative Effort"; "Programming and 
Modification"; "Machine Implementation 
of Symbolic Programming"; "Input-Out
put Translation"; "Programmed Input
Output B'uffering"; and "Supervisory 
Contro1." Although the papers deal only 
with one machine, many of the tech
niques described are new and of general 
interest, applicable probably to the de
sign of similar programming systems in 
the future. 

Wrubel, Marshal H. / A Primer of Pro
gramming for Digital Computers / 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 West 
42 St., New York 36, N.Y. / 1959, 
printed, 230 pp, $7.50 
This book, intended for beginners, 

seeks to answer the questions: what 
kinds of problems are solvable with a 
computer? and how is the computer used 
to solve them? Using a number of simple 
examples chosen from problems en
countered at the Research Computing 
Center of Indiana University, the book 
presents a clear discussion of electronic 
computation. 

In the first part, "Elementary Program
ming," the simple instructions are dis
cussed, with chapters on flow diagrams, 
subroutines, loops and branches. The 

programming method FORTRAN is men
tioned, but the author refers the inter
ested reader to more advanced manuals. 
The second part discusses advanced pro
gramming, with a more detailed descrip
tion of some basic machine-language. A 
glossary of terms follows. 

new Soundcraft MAGNA-SEE Kit 
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• Head alignment· Pulse definition 

(size and width) 

For free MAGNA-SEE 
brochure, write 

• Drop-out areas and 
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Magna-See Kit 
contains: * pint 
Magna-See Solu
tion • Plastic bath 
• Eye-piece magni
fier • Pressure 
sensitive tape 
• 5 glass slides for 
permanent copies 
of tracks, and com-
plete instructions. 
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• Tired? We've made it easy for you. Western 

Union, open-handed and large-hearted as ever 

was, has agreed to bring us your message at no 

cost to you. All you do is hand Western Union 

the blank below (tear out the whole page, if you 

feel strong enough ) with check m arks in the 

right places. We do the rest. 

For example, we'll send you information 

about the broadly varied opportunities at 

tech / ops, and an illustrated brochure about this 

medium-sized and growing research and devel

opment firm with the usual benefits and an 

unusual profit-sharing pl an. But do it today. 
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